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Executive Summary
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Prepared by HKS, Inc. for Pro Football Hall of Fame

INTRODUCTION
The Canton Connection is a focus area study on the interdependent and interconnected nature of the Pro Football Hall of
Fame Village and downtown Canton. It is the first area study within the framework of the Comprehensive Plan connecting
four of the six Targeted Core Investment Areas in Canton. A true collaborative effort among public, private and local nonprofit organizations is the key to the successful linkage. Funded by the State of Ohio Capital Improvement Fund, the Pro
Football Hall of Fame, as the grantee, strategically partners with City of Canton, Canton Regional Chamber of Commerce,
Arts in Stark, Canton Parks and Recreation, Visit Canton, Canton Civic Leader Group, Stark Area Regional Transit Authority
(SARTA) in creating this report.

VISION
Canton Connection recognizes the historical relationship between downtown Canton and the Pro Football Hall of Fame and
reinforces the physical, visual, emotional and economic connections between the two. It is a multi-modal cultural corridor
connecting the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village and downtown Canton with programmed routes and a variety of quality
transportation choices for all users.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations in this study focus on four main aspects to serve the physical, visual, emotional and economic
functions of the connection. They are route selection, multi-modal transportation, strategic programs as well as patrons’
experience. The route selection explores three physical paths between the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village and downtown
Canton serving local commuters and tourists. Multi-modal transportation are introduced to this connection and various
thematic and technological programs are proposed to enhance the modern American Football city character. Last but not
the least, persona scenarios put the connection to test for different time and users’ interest in order to create a memorable
experience.

IMPLEMENTATION
In anticipation of the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village completion in 2019, the report offers an implementation plan for Phase
one which emphasizes the connection through the Stadium Park and Tuscarawas St. It is the first step in integrating Canton’s
most popular point of interests with transportation choices for all lifestyles and reducing the city’s dependence of private
cars. The execution requires long term commitment and unified coordination across different organizations in Canton. It will
bring a true transformational change and put Canton back on the map.

“Perfection is not attainable, but
if we chase perfection we can
catch excellence.”
-Vince Lombardi

The Pro Football Hall of Fame

1.0

Introduction

Overview

The Canton Connection study is a focus-area study on the interdependent
and interconnected nature of the Pro Football Hall of Fame and downtown
Canton.

BACKGROUND
Founded in 1805, the city of Canton
is home for the 25th U.S. President,
William McKinley. Located in
northeastern Ohio, the city of Canton
is nationally known as the birth place
of professional football and its rich
history in celebrating the excellence of
America’s favorite sports.
In 2015, the Pro Football Hall of Fame
and Industrial Realty Group, the
master developer of Hall of Fame
Village, announced their grand vision.
They will transform what was a 77year-old former Fawcett Stadium
and the Pro Football Hall of Fame
into an unprecedented professional
football destination. The estimated
$550 million Hall of Fame Village
development is scheduled to be
completed in 2019. Currently, more

than 200,000 visitors come to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame each year. The
number of visitors to the Hall of Fame
Village could eventually reach 3 million
once it is completed according to an
economic impact study.
Not only will the Hall of Fame Village
draw an exceptional amount of visitors
to the city of Canton, it will also bring
additional jobs to local residents and
potentially change the dynamic of
the city. In recognizing this game
changing opportunity for the first
time in decades, the city of Canton
adopted a Comprehensive Plan in
March 2016 to guide its future. The
Comprehensive Plan emphasizes that
the existing infrastructure in the city
of Canton is bigger than its tax base
can support. It highlights six Targeted
Core Investment Areas to focus public
and private investment to create
high impact and return. The six areas

include downtown Canton, Aultman
Hospital, the Pro Football Hall of Fame,
Mercy Medical Center, TimkenSteel
and the Shorb Avenue NW corridor.
The first focus area study within the
framework of the Comprehensive
Plan is the connection between two of
six targeted real estate development
improvement areas: the Hall of Fame
Village and downtown Canton. We
refer this in the document as the
Canton Connection.
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VISION
The connection between the Hall of Fame Village and downtown Canton is briefly discussed
in the Comprehensive Plan. The connection is envisioned to be a grand boulevard that links
the Hall of Fame Village to downtown and is surrounded by a range of healthy homes from
modest to stately and anchored by commercial centers at intersections. The Comprehensive
Plan also describes this connection to include the must-see destinations to draw Hall of Fame
Village visitors to downtown. The journey is described to be as important as the destination.
In the summer of 2016, a series of key stakeholder meetings were held to discuss the Canton
Connection. Stakeholders engaged in the process and provided their area of expertise and
knowledge. Their valuable input shaped the master plan of Canton Connection. Together
with the framework provided in the Comprehensive Plan, the vision of Canton Connection is
summarized as below:

WHY: THE PURPOSE

Canton Connection recognizes the historical relationship between
downtown Canton and the Pro Football Hall of Fame and reinforces the
physical, visual, emotional and economic connections between the two.

HOW: THE PROCESS

It is achieved through the involvement of key stakeholders and the
collaboration public, private and non-profit organizations.

WHAT: THE RESULT

It is a multi-modal cultural corridor connecting the Pro Football Hall
of Fame Village and downtown Canton with programmed routes and
a variety of quality transportation choices for all users.

The goal of this study is to produce a master plan with guiding recommendations for the
Canton Connection. The study builds on Canton’s public, private and non-profit organization
previous planning efforts, accomplishments and assets. With a phased improvement plan, it
allows Canton to pursue funding to implement the connection infrastructure incrementally. This
planning effort is funded by Ohio’s capital improvement fund. The Canton Connection focuses
on:
•
Examining the various aspect of several route options
•
Addressing the role of physical path, transportation modes, urban design and
programmatic elements along the route
•
Outlining its effect on the livability and the image of Canton

CANTON CONNECTION

JUNE

Project kicked
off. HKS as
JULY
lead planner to
collect data and First key
analysis existing stakeholder
meeting to
conditions
identify four
route options

AUGUST

Second key
stakeholder
meeting to
identify the
preferred route
options

NOVEMBER

SEPTEMBER
First draft of
the report and
feedback from
the Pro football
Hall of Fame

ABOVE: TIME LINE OF CANTON CONNECTION STUDY DEVELOPMENT IN 2016

OCTOBER
Final report
delivered

Canton
Connection
report
presented at
Ohio State
Legislation
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CANTON CONNECTION

SUCCESS
OF CANTON
CONNECTION
EXPERIENCE

Intangible and organic
elements provide the
fulfilling needs to
the success of Canton
Connection

PATRON

Individual Interests and Reactions

PROGRAM
Urban Design Qualities: Imageability,
Coherence and Human Scale

TRANSPORTATION

Physical features: Headway time, Shuttle and Shuttle
stop, bike and bike station

ROUTE
Physical features: Street Width, Sidewalk Width, Tree Canopy,
Surrounding Neighborhoods, Land Use, Traffic Volume

ABOVE: THE STRUCTURE OF CANTON CONNECTION SUCCESS

Tangible and physical
elements provide the
fundamental needs to the
success Canton Connection

CANTON CONNECTION

THE SUCCESS OF CANTON CONNECTION
The success of the Canton Connection is about the experience of its patrons. In another word,
do people have a good time using the Canton Connection? Do they encounter any difficulty
which frustrate them? Will local residents be able to own it and be proud of it? Does it generate
meaningful memories which encourage visitors to spread the word to their family and friends?
The Canton Connection is successful when people turn a place (noun) into an experience
(verb). For example, they are inspired in the museum. They relax in the park. They explore their
artistic side in cultural district. They work out on the stairs at the McKinley Monument.
Personal experiences vary with the different backgrounds, values, expectations and perceptions
of the users. The overall experience is about capturing all the possible persona scenarios using
the Canton Connection. The experiences and users of the Canton Connection are the emotional
and intangible elements that are hard to predict. However, they are strongly dependent upon
the qualities of urban design and physical features of the Canton Connection. These are the
physical and tangible elements which city of Canton can improve and control, which sets the
structure of recommendations for this study.
We can compare this relationship with the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs(see graphic to the left).
At the bottom of the pyramid are the fundamental needs to form a strong and basic framework
for the success of the Canton Connection. These fundamental needs include the physical
path of the connection, the street width, landscape, shuttle service, shuttle headway time,
availability of bike service, local attractions and etc. With these basic infrastructure, the Canton
Connection can be further improved by elevating its urban design qualities with programs such
as the integration of art, interactive technology, thematic coherence and retail progression.
These programs are designed to engage people, create activities and retain energy so that
these places will become lively. Only when the Canton Connection can provide the fundamental
needs, it will then attract people to use it and ultimately yield the positive and inspiring
experience it thrives for.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations provide a set of physical improvements to meet the vision of the Canton
Connection with reference to the Context Sensitive Solution (CSS) published by the Institute
of Transportation Engineers (ITS). This conceptual master plan focuses on strategic areas to
concentrate resources and maximize its impact. The execution of the plan will involve detailed
engineering studies, public input and ultimately some level of changes.
The recommendations are structured around four levels starting from the most basic and
fundamental needs of the Canton Connection.
1. ROUTE
This section covers the physicality of the connection. The first two phase are intended to be
sight-seeing oriented. These routes cover most of the Canton attractions between the Hall of
Fame Village and downtown Canton. The third phase is intended to be the direct route for daily
local commute. The recommendations describe in detail the improvement of street design in
the four zones of phase one.
2. TRANSPORTATION
This sections covers the transportation modes options which are suitable in this context to go
between the Hall of Fame Village and downtown Canton. These options include Hall of Fame
shuttle, private cars, private tour bus, car services (e.g. uber/lyft), biking and walking. The
recommendations also describe the infrastructure associated with each transportation mode.
3. PROGRAM
This section covers four main programs to extend the experience of Hall of Fame Village or
downtown Canton to go beyond its boundary. These programs integrate the city through
technology, nature, art and retail.
4. PATRONS AND THEIR EXPERIENCE
This section covers the three persona scenarios to put the Canton Connection to practical
situations. The proposed system is put to the test and described from a user perspective how
the persona will enjoy the city amenities and visits Canton’s point of interests. This section
summarizes the outcome of the four aspects. The experience of the three popular categories
out-of-town visitors is carefully considered. Their experience is highly dependent on the built
environment, programmatic features along the Connection and place making effort of the city.

CANTON CONNECTION
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ABOVE: CANTON CONNECTION PHASING PLAN
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Downtown Canton looking north on Market St

2.0

Existing Conditions

Overview

Canton will soon become one of the key destinations on the map of football
enthusiasts. The Canton Connection is aimed at building on Canton’s public
and private assets, as well as its planning efforts to create a seamless transition
between the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village and downtown Canton.

ABOVE LEFT: TOM BENSON HALL OF FAME STADIUM
ABOVE RIGHT: 4 STAR HALL OF FAME HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER
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2.1 THE STUDY AREA
HALL OF FAME VILLAGE
The Hall of Fame Village is anchored by the Pro Football Hall of Fame Museum. It was built
in 1962 with the latest expansion in 1995. The $550 million development is scheduled to be
completed in 2019. The Hall of Fame Village is roughly 100 acres and bounded by Interstate 77
on the East, Helen Pl on the South, Broad St on the West and Fulton Rd on the North.
There are eight main components to Hall of Fame Village:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Pro Football Hall of Fame Museum
Tom Benson Hall of Fame Stadium/Sports & Entertainment Complex
Four-star Hall of Fame Hotel & Conference Center
Legends Landing/Residential (Assisted living facility)
National Football and Youth Sports Complex
Center for Excellence (Coaches University; Academy of Corporate Excellence;
Officiating Clinics; Safety, Health & Performance Center)
Main Street Hall of Fame (restaurants, retail)
Hall of Fame Family Experience (high-tech virtual reality experiences and rides)

DOWNTOWN CANTON
Historic Downtown Canton is the center for government, business, culture and the arts. It has
more than twice the employment than the city’s largest employer, Aultman Health Foundation.
Its unique architecture and rich historic links creates a signature identity that is hard to replicate.
As one of our key stakeholders describes, “If you come to the [Pro Football] Hall [of Fame] and
only read part of the book, you’ve haven’t heard the whole story [of Canton].” Most people know
Canton for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. People should also recognized the important role of
downtown in the Football history. Downtown Canton was once a vibrant place where Christmas
shopping, parades and festivals and important churches were all in downtown. Canton
population peaked in 1950s and began to shrink to from 130,000 in 1950s to 70,000 people
presently. In the 2012 updated Downtown Development Plan completed by Downtown Canton
Special Improvement District (SID), a lot of attention is put in right-sizing and obsolescence.
While the Downtown Development Plan focuses on improving downtown internally, it
recognizes the success of downtown relies heavily on its entryways and surrounding
neighborhoods.

CANTON CONNECTION

THE CONNECTION TODAY
The distance between the Hall of Fame Village and downtown Canton is approximately 2 miles.
This equate to about 15 minutes of driving, 25 minutes of biking and 45 minutes of walking.
Most people get around by private cars. The preferred route for cars (by Google Map) is via
Interstate 77 and Tuscarawas St. Part of this route uses the elevated interstate highway with
high barrier wall and speed limit is 65mph. The preferred route by locals for cars is via Fulton
Rd. This route goes through some rough neighborhoods. Both routes use Tuscarawas St as the
main entry road into downtown. The routes focus on efficient travel time. Currently, there is no
direct public transportation to connect the Hall of Fame Village and downtown. There are about
15 SARATA bus routes use downtown Cornerstone Transit Center as their main transfer station.
Two of them, Bus # 81 an #117 (Appendix 6), have potential to add Hall of Fame Village as one of
their stops without greatly influencing their service areas. There are private vendors offer shuttle
services on special occasions for Hall of Fame visitors’ easy access to downtown and their
businesses. There are also private themed guided tours related to food, arts and football that are
currently offered to Canton visitors.

2.2 RELATED EXISTING PLANNING EFFORT
Concurrent with the Hall of Fame Village development, there are a number proposed, current
and completed public citywide planning effort and capital improvement projects in the last
few years. Notably among these studies, the Comprehensive Plan adopted in March 2016, is
the largest planning exercise the city of Canton has carried out in decades. These studies and
projects showed the strong public effort in preparing for the future of Canton. They also greatly
inform best practices and future investment along the Canton Connection.
CITY WIDE PLANNING
•
Canton Sign-Marker Program (2006)
•
Canton Cityscape Sidewalk and Curb Program (2012) (Appendix 1)
•
Hike and Bike Plan (2015) (Appendix 2)
•
Canton Comprehensive plan (2016)
•
Smart Cities Initiatives with SARTA future service expansion plan (2016) (Appendix 3)
FOCUS AREA PLANNING
•
Shorb Ave NW & 4th Street NW Roadway Improvement Project (2001)
•
Downtown Development plan (2013)
•
West Branch Nimishille Greenway Master Plan and Restoration Project (2015) (Appendix 4)
•
City of Canton Parks Master plan (2015)
•
12th Street Improvement plan (current)
•
Parks and Reactional Department Improvement for Stadium Park and Mother Goose 		
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•
•
•

CANTON CONNECTION

Land (current)
Lincoln Hwy Station and McKinley HS Expansion (Proposed)
Market Square in Downtown (Proposed)
SCAT Transit Oriented Development Fund from local MPO to provide transit service for HOF
village and off-site parking distribution (Proposed)

NON-PROFIT CULTURAL PLANNING
•
Historic self-guided walking tour (Current)
•
The ELEVEN art installations (Current) (Appendix 5)
•
North Market Art District (Proposed)
•
National Endowment of the Arts (Proposed)

2.3 CANTON ATTRACTIONS
23 attractions are identified by key stakeholders between the Hall of Fame Village and
downtown Canton. These attractions are points of interest and referred as the “must-see” places
in the Comprehensive Plan. Beside specific places, there are activities that are not tied to one
location such as the ELEVEN art installations or First Friday Events in the Art District. This list
of activities is described in the following section. According to TripAdvisor, the top three most
visited attractions are the Pro Football Hall of Fame, McKinley Monument and Canton Classic
Car museums.
** This list is not exhaustive of all attractions and points of interest in city of Canton, but
identified by key stakeholders as must see destinations and representative of Canton identity. As
Canton continue to develops, more and different venues will need to be considered.

CANTON CONNECTION
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TRIPADVISOR LIST FOR CANTON TOURISM

Ranking

Attraction

1

Number of
Reviews

% voted
Excellent

Comments

Pro football Hall 1,169
of Fame

60

This was my 3rd trip to the hall, but also the best. This was my first
time since the new addition opened, the gift shop is huge now
where every team has its own section. If your reading this make
time to go it’s worth it. – Ryan S July 13,2016

2

Mckinley
Presidential
Library &
Museum

230

46

We really enjoyed visiting this museum. There was so much to
see and learn here. In addition to all of the history, there was an
interactive science center, too. – Judy S July 7, 2016

3

Canton Classic
Car Museum

121

57

Great collection of cars. A few makes I’d never seen before.
Also many antiques and interesting items that tie into the
transportation theme. There is an old police car with armored
plate and bullet proof glass. Slots in the windows for the officers
to shoot through! All located in an old car dealership. – KU71 May
22,2016

4

Canton Palace
Theatre

92

64

I absolutely love the Canton Palace Theatre ! It is historical,
economical and beautiful ! I went there as a little girl and saw The
Sound of Music. I never forgot it. Life goes on, I moved away from
North Canton for 33 years. When I came back I saw a few things
and always loved being in the theatre. – Wahooqueenie June 30,
2016

5

Food Tours

140

97

We really enjoyed our night! Barb Abbott was a wonderful guide!
I have lived in Canton almost my entire life and she taught me
history I didn’t know about my hometown! Food was spectacular
and so was the company! Thank you! I highly recommend going
on this excursion and bringing friends both in town and out of
town! – DaniseNiel June 9, 2016

6

National First
Ladies Library

96

41

The history here was very fascinating. I enjoyed learning the
history of some of the first ladies. I think it would be great if they
added more to the collection. This seemed like a great honor for
these ladies. Lots of stories from the staff helped to bring more of
the history to life and visiting on Ida McKinley’s birthday was a free
day! – MetroEastTraveler June 7,2014

7

Wine Tours &
Tasting

172

70

My wife and go here on occasion and have never had a bad
experience. Although it may be a bit pricey the food and wine are
excellent. Wine is all made in house and tours are available. The
grounds are beautiful and villas are the same. Can’t go wrong
here. – Cisco N July 13, 2016

8

Downtown
Canton Arts
District

41

56

The Downtown Arts District is one of the best things that’s
happened to Canton since we moved here years ago. Hopefully,
it will flourish and be supported by the public. Lots to see,
interesting shops and there are plenty of restaurants and pubs
nearby. The Arts District improves the quality of life in Canton and
Stark County, which needs to prove that there is, indeed, life after
football. – Normandie1936 July 1, 2016
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PRO FOOTBALL HALL
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PRO FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME
ESTABLISHED: 1963
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#1 on TripAdvisor

The Pro Football Hall of Fame Museum offers over 115,000 square feet of aweinspiring exhibits that present pro football’s unique story and bring to life words such
as courage, skill and dedication. With major renovations to its exhibition galleries, the
Pro Football Hall of Fame has solidified its status as the gold standard among sports
destinations. From humble beginnings to the most recent Super Bowl, visitors can
explore renowned artifacts and larger-than-life legends in a setting unparalleled by
any other sports museum. Captivating, interactive exhibits celebrate pro football’s
history, the legends of the game, and the stars and record-breaking moments of
today’s NFL. The names are revered. The plays forever etched in the memory of
football fans everywhere. It is here that memories are revisited and new ones made.

THE MCKINLEY MONUMENT
ESTABLISHED: 1907

#2 on TripAdvisor

The McKinley Monument, a landmark in the City of Canton, is the final resting place
for the 25th President of the United States, William McKinley. The interior dome
measures 50 feet in diameter and is 77 feet from the floor to the highest point.
Residents of Canton pass by the Monument or run up and down the 108 steps
everyday. Canton was a significant place in McKinley’s life; he lived there, practiced as
an attorney, and conducted his political campaigns from the town.

THE MCKINLEY MUSEUM
ESTABLISHED: 1962

#2 on TripAdvisor

The McKinley Museum is a wonderful place to experience an interactive, hand-on
science center, a presidential museum dedicated to our 25th president, a historical
library, planetarium and more. The museum is dedicated to collecting and preserving
the significant materials and records related to the life of William McKinley, his family
and his career. It is also the official historians of Stark County and is always on the
lookout for facts and artifacts that tell the Stark County story. The museum serves
as an education center of history and science and offer interpretive exhibitions and
educational programs for the local community and an expanding global audience.

CANTON CLASSIC CAR MUSEUM
ESTABLISHED: 1978

#3 on TripAdvisor

The Canton Classic Car Museum was established by the late Marshall Belden, Sr in
1978. The museum currently exhibits forty rare and unusual classic and special interest
automobiles. The gorgeous vehicles are complemented by the thousands of pieces
of historical memorabilia displayed throughout the museum. The Canton Classic
Car Museum has something for everyone, automobilia, vintage toys, steam engines,
movie posters, historic photography, oriental rugs, Meyer’s Lake Park and Canton
historical displays. The list goes on and on.
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CANTON PALACE THEATRE
ESTABLISHED: 1926

#4 on TripAdvisor

The Canton Palace Theatre is a 1489- seat theatre built in 1926. The Palace is available
for use for corporate events, private movies, private receptions and wedding
ceremonies. Its marquee burns brightly sixty feet above Market Avenue welcoming its
visitors to enter its grand foyer and become a part of Canton’s nostalgic past and its
bright future. The majestic Palace Theatre is once again the heartbeat of the Canton
community and plays host to over 300 events per year that has an attendance of
over 100,000 per year. The Palace’s events include movies, film festivals, local film
premieres, live music, comedy, magic shows, and dance recitals.

THE FIRST LADIES NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
ESTABLISHED: 1996

#6 on TripAdvisor

The National First Ladies’ Library serves as a unique national resource for patrons
from school children to serious scholars. As a national archive devoted to educating
people about the contributions of First Ladies and other notable women in history, the
Library’s holdings fill an informational void that has long frustrated academicians and
armchair history buffs alike. The Library fulfills this mission by serving as a physical
educational facility and an electronic virtual library, in an effort to educate people in
the United States and around the world. The restored Victorian-era Saxton McKinley
House is significant as the only residence with direct historical ties to President William
McKinley remaining in his hometown of Canton. It was the family home of McKinley’s
wife, Ida, and he and his wife lived in the house between 1878-1891 during the period
he served in the U.S. House of Representatives.

CANTON ART DISTRICT
ESTABLISHED:

#8 on TripAdvisor

Canton Art District contains 7 Galleries, 22 artist studios, 5 live music venues, specialty
shops, fine restaurants, hot bars, and unique public art. First Friday is a monthly party
in the downtown Canton Arts District featuring themed music, performance and
visual arts events and always a few surprises for adults and children. It is primarily a
self-guided tour of local art galleries, studios, stores and restaurants. Some of the
events for 2016 First Fridays include New Years in Ice, Masquerade, Chalk the Walk,
downtown for Dogs, Glow Night and etc.

CANTON MUSEUM OF ART
ESTABLISHED: 1935
The Canton Museum of Art is Ohio’s premier location for an exceptional visual arts
experience. It is recognized for powerful national touring exhibits and dynamic original
exhibits featuring prominent artists and the Museum’s unrivaled Permanent Collection
of American watercolors and contemporary ceramics. CMA also connects schools
and various community groups through innovative education outreach programs for
inspired learning through the visual arts. CMA offers In-Museum studio art classes for
all age groups in diverse mediums such as ceramics and painting.

CANTON CONNECTION
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SARTA CORNERSTONE TRANSIT STATION
ESTABLISHED: 2003
SARTA provides over 2.8 million rides a year in Stark County through Fixed Route,
Proline and Medicaid Services. Cornerstone transit center is the largest transit station
among all SARTA transit stations providing over 16 bus stops per hour. Its goal is to
ensure that Stark County residents including disabled individuals, seniors, veterans,
commuters and students have access to a quality transportation system that is both
reliable and affordable.

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
ESTABLISHED:
Mercy Medical Center is one of the city anchor institutions. It is the hub for pioneering
medical services and long standing community partnership. Mercy Medical Center, a
ministry of the Sisters of Charity Health System, operates a 476-bed hospital serving
Stark, Carroll, Wayne, Holmes and Tuscarawas Counties and parts of Southeastern
Ohio. It has 620 members on its Medical Staff and employs 2,500 people. Mercy
operates outpatient health centers in Alliance, Carroll County, Jackson Township,
Lake Township, Louisville, North Canton, Plain Township and Tuscarawas County. A
Catholic hospital, Mercy Medical Center upholds the mission and philosophy of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Augustine and continues to be responsive to the needs of the
community.

LINCOLN HIGHWAY RAIL STATION
ESTABLISHED: 1907
The rack bed and rails originally laid down around 1880. The Valley Railway began
operations, transporting coal to Cleveland, Akron, and Canton from the Tuscarawas
River Valley and providing passenger service along the way. In the 20th century,
competition from automobiles, trucks, and buses caused the decline of both freight
and passenger service. Interest in the line was renewed in 1972 as a scenic excursion
route and the Cuyahoga Valley Preservation and Scenic Railway Association was born.
Currently, the National Park Service own the rails and right-of-way within Cuyahoga
Valley National Park. The Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad (CVSR) no longer stops at
the Lincoln Highway Station due to low ridership.

CANTON CHARGE
ESTABLISHED: 2011
The Canton Charge is a member of the NBA Development League and is a
professional basketball team owned and operated by the Cleveland Cavaliers. The
team is based in Canton, Ohio and play their games at the Canton Memorial Civic
Center. There are about 5-6 home games monthly during NBA seasons. Tickets are
affordable and welcome people of all ages.
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CANTON GARDEN CENTER
ESTABLISHED: 1946
Canton Garden Center is currently organized by Canton Garden Club and Town
Garden Club. Located inside Stadium Park, Canton Garden Center maintain a
library of free gardening information and unite clubs and individuals in the common
interest of home and community beautification. It encourages and trains youths in
appreciation of our natural resources.

CANTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
ESTABLISHED: 1936
The Canton Symphony Orchestra Association’s Mission is to perform and present
live orchestral music at the highest possible artistic level to enrich, entertain, educate,
engage and challenge diverse audiences in a variety of settings. Major programs
include classical concerts, educational, chamber orchestra, pops, choral, and various
other concerts and lecture/demos which we present to a combined annual audience
of approximately 75,000. The Orchestra also maintains its own chorus and youth
orchestra. The MasterWorks series is performed in Umstattd Performing Arts Hall on
the campus of McKinley Senior High School.

STADIUM PARK
ESTABLISHED: 1935
Stadium Park is one of the most historic and scenic parks in the over 800-acre
Canton, Ohio Park system. Located near the Pro Football Hall of Fame, from Stadium
Park Drive and spanning 12th to 25th Street NW. - features a softball complex, a
playground, 68 acres of nature and picnic areas, a duck pond, The Canton Garden
Center, the John F. Kennedy Memorial Fountain, and a 1.5 mile rubberized walking
track with exercise stations. Children’s Garden, located outside of the Garden
Center Building. The Christmas Light display was begun in 1999 with new displays
constructed every year by park employees.

MCKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL DOWNTOWN CAMPUS
ESTABLISHED: 1946
McKinley High School Downtown Campus (previously known as Timken High
School) is an urban campus with enrollment of 1160 students. The Timken Foundation
generously contributed to the enhancement of the Mckinley High School Downtown
Campus, and Stark State College joined the campus to provide early college classes.
Students from the county can apply to attend early college classes, allowing students
to earn an associate degree alongside their high school diploma. In 2015, Canton City
Schools approved the merger of Canton McKinley High School and Timken High
School, giving Canton a single high school for the first time since 1937.
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TIMKEN ESTATE GATEHOUSE
ESTABLISHED:
The Timken Gate House is about all that remains of the palatial estate that Mr. Timken
built and later donated for the site of the former Timken Mercy Hospital. The gate
house sits along a small stream in the Canton Stadium Park.

STARK COUNTY DISTRICT LIBRARY
ESTABLISHED:
The Stark County District Library is transforming as THE SMART STORE™. It provides
quiet areas for studying, as well as areas to facilitate group study and collaboration.
The library has redefined itself as a place to get access to information in many formats
and from many sources. They are extending services beyond the physical walls of
the buildings, by providing digital as well as physical material, and by providing the
assistance of librarians skilled in navigating and analyzing very large amounts of
information with a variety of tools. They feature programs such as START SMART, STAY
SMART and SHARE SMART to delicate to all their user groups.

THE ELEVEN
ESTABLISHED: 2013
The ELEVEN is a $2.2 million public art project of ArtsinStark and The Pro Football Hall
of Fame celebrating the greatest moments in professional football history. The eleven
monumental pieces of public art (sculptures, murals, multi-media arts) will be located
within walking distance of one another in downtown Canton. The first three moments
will be sculpture, then will come murals and multi-media art. The goal is to have all
eleven moments completed by 2020 for the 100th anniversary of the NFL.

DOWNTOWN CANTON:

THE PLACE TO BE!

MARKET SQUARE
ESTABLISHED: PROPOSED
The Market Square will consisted of a amphitheater or stage. An NFL theme may be
incorporated with a Football Walk of Fame, similar to the Hollywood Walk of Fame
sidewalk, and by co-naming city streets or intersections for professional teams or
renaming the square.
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BIRTH PLACE OF NFL
ESTABLISHED: 1920
The NFL was created in Canton on Sept 17, 1920 in the showroom of Ralph Hay’s
Hupmobile dealership in a building where the Frank T. Bow Building sits today, on the
corner of Cleveland Avenue SW and Third Street. The first installation of the ELEVEN is
located right outside here.

CANTON CONNECTION

INTENTIONALLY LEAVE BLANK
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Honor the Heroes of the Game,
Preserce its History, Prmote its
Values and Celebrate Excellence
EVERYWHERE!
-Mission of the Pro Football Hall of Fame

Timken Gatehouse

3.0

Route Options

Overview

The Canton Connection is a first and foremost connectivity and mobility
study. It is an analysis of the number and variety of connections serving
its origins. It is also an urban design study. There is a shared interest to
strengthen the community character through building this connection.

With the upcoming development in the
Hall of Fame Village, the national draw
of patrons to the Pro Football Hall of
Fame Village is expected to increase
exponentially. There has been a long
discussion about the need to promote
and connect the historic and cultural
aspect of Canton to these patrons
while they are visiting Pro Football Hall
of Fame. It is also important to bring
these patrons to the local businesses
in downtown. There are many reasons
for WHY such as social, economic
and cultural reason. It is the HOW the
Canton Connection is trying to answer.
Here, we look at a number of route
options connecting Point A to Point
B identified by our key stakeholders
and various city planning documents.
We analyze the existing infrastructure
of these routes in accommodating
different transportation modes such
as shuttle, private car, bike and

pedestrian. The land use and existing
site conditions along these routes have
also been taken into consideration.
There is a widespread interest to
strengthen the community character
through building this connection.
The journey of going from Point A to
Point B is as important as getting to
the destination. We apply concepts
and principles from Context Sensitive
Solutions (CSS) by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) rather
than the conventional functional
classifications of arterials and
collectors. We focus on the patron
experience rather than the number of
cars that can pass through per hour.
We consolidate the effort along the
Canton Connection to maximize its
impact rather than spreading the
resources across the whole city.
The experience of the patrons is highly

dependent by the context and the way
they perceive the city. City of Canton
has a lot of scenic, aesthetic, historic
and environmental resources, the
connection through the two key areas
must respect its context and celebrate
it.
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The framework of the route alternatives is based on existing Canton assets, surrounding land
use and current infrastructure conditions. These options are proposed by key stakeholders
and various planning documents. The name and the order of the alternative routes does not
prescribe any order of popularity or preferred recommendations. The physical property of each
alternative is studied in detail. The strength and weakness of each option is assessed in the
following sections.
Below is a comparison among the four options. The distance and shuttle time measure how far
and how long it will take to make a loop and come back to the same spot. The number of point
of interest represents the number of attractions identified in Chapter 2 and the map on the
opposite page that will have close proximity to the route. Scenic refers to the quality of the built
environment along the route. Shuttle, private vehicle, Uber/lyft, biking and walking represents
the existing infrastructure will accommodate such transportation means.

BOW TIE

BAR BELL

PARK

BIKE

6.5 mile

6 miles

5.1 miles

4.3 miles

15.5 minutes

14.5 minutes

12 minutes

10 minutes

14

14

20

10

Scenic

x

x

•

x

Shuttle

•

•

x

•

Private vehicle

•

•

•

•

Uber/lyft

•

•

•

•

Biking

x

x

x

•

Walking

x

x

•

x

Distance
Shuttle Time
Points of Interest

• means such route possesses that quality
x means such route does not possess that quality
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ROUTE OPTION : BOW TIE

Loop Distance

Loop Time

Attractions

6.5 miles

15.5 minutes

14/23

The total distance Bow Tie scheme is about 6.5 miles. It passes by 14 out of 23 attractions identified here. The route creates a
loop and uses different paths to travel back and forth the two key areas.
FULTON ROAD
Starting from the Hall of Fame Village, this route uses Fulton Road to go south. On this segment of Fulton Road,
one-third is auto-oriented, low density, commercial buildings and the other two-third is street facing single-family
residential houses. The route goes through a developing neighborhood – Shorb community in the southern
portion of Fulton Rd where some of the houses are in need of renovation and are categorized as tax delinquent
properties. The intersection of Fulton Road and 12th St has neighborhood services such as gas station, laundry
mat and dollar store. The street varies from two to two with a turn lane and minimal side walk. The right-of-way of
Fulton Road is 60 feet. The Comprehensive Plan views Fulton Road as the major connector between the Hall of
Fame Village and downtown Canton. Most of the local residents prefers to use Fulton Road as their daily route.
TUSCARAWAS STREET
The route turns East onto Tuscarawas St. Tuscarawas St. is part of the famous Ohio Lincoln Highway historic
bi-way. It is the first transcontinental road connecting Coast to Coast in 1920s. There are a lot of historic and
cultural architecture along this segment of Tuscarawas St. Such as the current McKinley High School Downtown
campus, historic churches, Citizen Banks and Court of Common Pleas. This section of Tuscarawas St. populated
with mostly commercial and intuitional buildings. The street is a five-lane urban arterial with right-of-way of 80
feet wide. The sidewalk is recently improved through the city’s Gateway Corridor CityScape Sidewalk and Curb
Program. Improvement includes street trees and grits, decorative street lights and paved sidewalks. A school
zone is in place around McKinley High School Downtown Campus.
MARKET STREET
The route turns North onto Market St. It is the heart of downtown Canton. Most of the thriving local businesses,
civic facilities and historic architecture are along this street. Market square on Market St and 3rd St. will be
soon developed as the anchor public space in downtown. The northern half of Market St. is the Canton Cultural
District. There are galleries, theatre, artist lofts and museums. ArtsinStark intends to create the North Market
District to be a comprehensive mixed use art residency and creative district. This segment of Market St is recently
improved with a public park in the boulevard at the intersection of Tuscarawas St. and Market St. It is a four lane
road with parallel on-street parking on both sides and curb extension at pedestrian crossing. The right-of-way
of Market St. is 80 feet. It is recently paved with red brick to give the historic feel. Sidewalks are upgraded with
street trees and grits, decorative street lights and pavement. Pedestrian activities can be seen in this area as the
built environment promotes human scale and walkable settings.
12TH STREET AND 13TH STREET
The route turns West onto 12th Street. This segment of 12th St between Market St and Fulton Rd has primarily
auto-oriented low density aged commercial buildings. The segment between Fulton Rd and Monument Dr. has
street facing single family houses. 12th St is recently repaved and restriped to be a three lane road with a middle
turn lane and landscape zone. A dedicated bike lane is incorporated. Sidewalks are upgraded with street trees
and grits, decorative street lights and pavement. 12th St. is proposed to be the national bike route. The right-ofway is 80 feet. The route then intersects with Stadium Park and goes under Interstate 77 and connects to 13th
Street. The elevation change from 12th St and 13th St is significant and might create difficulty for biking and
pedestrians.
BROAD ST.
The route turns North onto Broad St. It is the west boundary of the Hall of Fame Village. An internal loop within
the Hall of Fame Village will be determined to serve the different function of the Village. The route will meet
Fulton Rd and repeat. Board St is currently a quiet two lane residential road with no curb and no paved sidewalk.
The right-of-way is 50 feet.
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ROUTE OPTION: BOW TIE

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•

Fulton Rd is used as part of the corridor and aligned with vision in the Comprehensive Plan
as major connector between downtown Canton and Hall of Fame Village
12th St is used as part of the corridor and can take advantage on City of Canton 12th Street/
Mahoning Road Corridor Improvement Project
Large service area is covered and can benefit local residents whom will be served by this
improvement and the shuttle service
Most of the streets in this option are defined by city of Canton, Office of the City Engineers,
as part of Downtown or Gateway Corridor CityScape Sidewalk and Curb Programs.
This option offers a north and south point of access (one off Fulton Rd and one off Broad St)
to circulate the Hall of Fame Village.

CHALLENGES
•

This option misses out several important attractions in Canton such as the McKinley
Monument, the Stadium Park and Classic Car museum
Built environment along this option is not scenic. Part of the route is consisted of poor
condition residential properties. Commercial buildings are setback from the street with
surface parking in between. It discourages pedestrian level activities.

SHUTTLE
Existing private tours
such as Canton
Food Tours and
NEO Brew Tours
offer guided tours
and transportation
between Hall of Fame
Village, Downtown
Canton and other
Canton attractions.
Parking shuttle
services will be
provided between
Hall of Fame Village
and remote parking
areas during
Enshrinement
weekend

PEDESTRIAN
SAFETY AND
EXPERIENCE
Existing sidewalk
covers 72% (4.7
miles) of the whole
proposed route.
Lack of sidewalk on
Fulton from 25th
St to Clarendon St
and Clarendon St.
13th St/12th St is
under streetscape
improvement and
is scheduled to be
completed in 2016.

BIKE LANE
Existing bike lanes
covers 15% (1 mile) of
the whole proposed
route
Dedicated bike lane is
only installed on 12th
St. between Market St
and Monument Rd

PRIVATE
VEHICLE

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

Existing travel lanes
for private vehicles
are well maintained

The built environment
along this proposed
route is fair. Houses
along Fulton Rd
between Tuscarawas
St and 12th St.
need improvement.
Commercial buildings
along 12th are mostly
setback from the
street and discourage
pedestrian activities.

60% of the proposed
route is two lane
road and 40% of the
proposed route is
four lane road

TREE CANOPY
Street trees covers
42% (2.7 miles) of the
whole proposed route
Fulton Rd has
shattered street trees
along the residential
part. Street trees are
absent from all the
HOF Village streets
and the commercial
part of Fulton Rd
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ROUTE OPTION : BAR BELL

Loop Distance

Loop Time

Attractions

6 miles

14.5 minutes

14/23

The total distance of Bar Bell scheme is about 6 miles. It passes by 14 out of 23 attractions identified here. The route uses the
same path to travel back and forth the two key areas.
HALL OF FAME LOOP
An Internal loop within the Hall of Fame village will be determined to serve all the main components such as the
Stadium, Hall of Fame Museum, Hall of Fame hotel and the Youth Sports complex. This route uses Clarendon Ave
or Blake Ave to turn on Fulton Road.
FULTON ROAD
Starting from the Hall of Fame Village, this route uses Fulton Road to go south. On this segment of Fulton Road,
one-third is auto-oriented, low density, commercial buildings and the other two-third is street facing single-family
residential houses. The route goes through a developing neighborhood – Shorb community in the southern
portion of Fulton Rd where some of the houses are in need of renovation and are categorized as tax delinquent
properties. The intersection of Fulton Road and 12th St has neighborhood services such as gas station, laundry
mat and dollar store. The street varies from two to two with a turn lane and minimal side walk. The right-of-way of
Fulton Road is 60 feet. The Comprehensive Plan views Fulton Road as the major connector between the Hall of
Fame Village and downtown Canton. Most of the local residents prefers to use Fulton Road as their daily route.
TUSCARAWAS STREET
The route turns East onto Tuscarawas St. Tuscarawas St. is part of the famous Ohio Lincoln Highway historic
bi-way. It is the first transcontinental road connecting Coast to Coast in 1920s. There are a lot of historic and
cultural architecture along this segment of Tuscarawas St. such as the current McKinley High School Downtown
campus, historic churches, Citizen Banks and Court of Common Pleas. This section of Tuscarawas St. populated
with mostly commercial and intuitional buildings. The street is a five-lane urban arterial with right-of-way of 80
feet wide. The sidewalk is recently improved through the city’s Gateway Corridor CityScape Sidewalk and Curb
Program. Improvement includes street trees and grits, decorative street lights and paved sidewalks. A school
zone is in place around McKinley High School Downtown Campus.
DOWNTOWN LOOP
The route uses Cleveland Ave and Market Ave as the two main roads to loop downtown serving most of the main
attractions. The Civic Center caps the north end and the Canton Classic Car Museum caps the south end of the
loop. Cleveland Ave is currently a three lane one-way North bound street with on-street parallel parking on both
sides. Part of the street has the historic red brick paving. It is named as the Hall of Fame Corridor as the Grand
Parade on the week of Enshrinement uses Cleveland Ave is its main path. Like Market St, Cleveland Ave has a lot
of well-maintained historic building with ground level shops.
Market St. is the heart of downtown Canton. Most of the thriving local businesses, civic facilities and historic
architecture are along this street. Market square on Market St and 3rd St. will be soon developed as the anchor
public space in downtown. The northern half of Market St. is the Canton cultural district. There are galleries,
theatre, artist lofts and museums. ArtsinStark intends to create the North Market District to be a comprehensive
mixed use art residency and creative district. This segment of Market St is recently improved with a public park
in the boulevard at the intersection of Tuscarawas St. and Market St. It is a four lane road with parallel on-street
parking on both sides and curb extension at pedestrian crossing. The right-of-way of Market St. is 80 feet. It is
paved with red brick to give the historic feel. Sidewalks are upgraded with street trees and grits, decorative street
lights and pavement. Pedestrian activities can be seen in this area as the built environment promotes human
scale and walkable settings.
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ROUTE OPTION: BAR BELL

STRENGTHS
•
•
•

Fulton Rd is used as part of the corridor and aligned with vision in the Comprehensive Plan
as major connector between downtown Canton and HOF Village.
This option minimizes travel distance between the two key areas.
It is one of the preferred routes in Google GPS and as such aligns with what is most likely to
be utilized by smartphone-enabled navigation.

CHALLENGES
•
•
•

Built environment along this option is not scenic. Part of the route is consisted of poor
condition residential properties. Commercial buildings are setback from the street with
surface parking in between. It discourages pedestrian level activities.
Being the most straight forward route among all options, this option discourages people to
hip on and off to explore the area as it misses a lot of important attractions.
Bike Path will be difficult to incorporate especially on Fulton Rd between 25th St and the
underpass of Interstate-77.

SHUTTLE
Existing private tours
such as Canton
Food Tours and
NEO Brew Tours
offers guided tours
and transportation
between Hall
of Fame Village,
Downtown Canton
and other Canton
attractions.
Parking shuttle
services will be
provided between
Hall of Fame Village
and remote parking
areas during
Enshrinement
weekend

PEDESTRIAN
SAFETY AND EXPERIENCE
Existing sidewalk
covers 69% (4.1
miles) of the whole
proposed route.
Lack of sidewalk on
Fulton from 25th
St to Clarendon
St, Clarendon St,
17th St and Helen
Pl. 13th St/12th St is
under streetscape
improvement and
is scheduled to be
completed in 2016

BIKE LANE
There is no existing
or proposed bike
lane along the whole
proposed route
Bike lane will be hard
to incorporate in
State roads such as
Tuscarawas St and
the underpass of
Interstate 77

PRIVATE VEHICLE

BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Existing travel lanes
for private vehicles
are well maintained

The built
environment along
this proposed route
is fair. Houses along
Fulton Rd between
Tuscarawas St
and 12th St. need
improvement.

50% of the
proposed route
is two lane road
and 50% of the
proposed route is
four lane road.

TREE CANOPY
Street trees covers
41% (2.7 miles) of
the whole proposed
route
Fulton Rd and
Cleveland Ave have
shattered street
trees along the
streets.
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ROUTE OPTION: PARK

Loop Distance

Loop Time

Attractions

5.1 miles

12 minutes

20/23

The total distance of Park scheme is about 5.1 miles. It passes by 20 out of 23 attractions identified here.
Hall of Fame Loop. An internal loop within the Hall of Fame village will be determined to serve all the main components such
as the Stadium, Hall of Fame Museum, Hall of Fame hotel and the Youth Sports complex. This route uses the underpass of
Interstate 77 to connect onto Stadium Park Dr.
PARK LOOP
The route uses Stadium Park Dr as south bound path and Monument Dr as the north bound path in the park.
Stadium Park Dr is a two lane parkway with head-in parking at certain locations. Herbert L. Fisher walking trail
and West Branch multi-purpose trail in the park are well-utilized by local residents. Monument Dr is a two lane
local residential road with railroad track on the one side and single family houses on the other. Freight trains pass
by couple times a month. Stadium Park has mature landscape and pleasant recreational facilities. The National
McKinley Monument is located within Stadium Park. The route then uses Washington Blvd and connects onto
Tuscarawas St.
TUSCARAWAS ST
The route turns East onto Tuscarawas St. The transition from Washington Blvd, a two lane park road to
Tuscarawas St, a five lane urban arterial is abrupt. From Washington Blvd to Fulton Rd on Tuscarawas St has
auto-oriented commercial development. Pedestrian activities are not encouraged and cars are driving fast. From
Fulton Rd to downtown Canton on Tuscarawas St, there are a lot of historic and cultural architecture along this
segment of Tuscarawas St. such as the current McKinley High School Downtown campus, historic churches,
Citizen Banks and Court of Common Pleas. This section of Tuscarawas St. is populated with mostly commercial
and intuitional buildings. The street is a five lane urban arterials with right-of-way 80 feet wide. The sidewalk is
recently improved through the City’s Gateway Corridor CityScape Sidewalk and Curb Program. Improvement
includes street trees and grits, decorative street lights and paved sidewalks. A school zone is in place around
McKinley High School Downtown Campus.
DOWNTOWN LOOP
The route uses Cleveland Ave and Market Ave as the two main roads to loop downtown serving most of the main
attractions. The Civic Center caps the north end and the Canton Classic Car Museum caps the south end of the
loop. Cleveland Ave is currently a three lane one-way North bound street with on-street parallel parking on both
sides. Part of the street has the historic red brick paving. It is named as the Hall of Fame Corridor as the Grand
Parade on the week of Enshrinement uses Cleveland Ave is its main path. Like Market St, Cleveland Ave has a lot
of well-maintained historic building with pedestrian level shops.
Market St. is the heart of downtown Canton. Most of the thriving local businesses, civic facilities and historic
architecture are along this street. Market Square on Market St and 3rd St. will be soon developed as the anchor
public space in downtown. The northern half of Market St. is the Canton cultural district. There are galleries,
theatre, artist lofts and museums. ArtsinStark intends to create the North Market District to be a comprehensive
mixed use art residency and creative district. This segment of Market St is recently improved with a public park
in the boulevard at the intersection of Tuscarawas St. and Market St. It is a four lane road with parallel on-street
parking on both sides and curb extension at pedestrian crossing. The right-of-way of Market St. is 80 feet. It is
paved with red brick to give the historic feel. Sidewalks are upgraded with street trees and grits, decorative street
lights and pavement. Pedestrian activities can be seen in this area as the built environment promotes human
scale and walkable settings.
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ROUTE OPTION: PARK

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•

This option passes through most of the Canton attractions identified in this study and
provides great sightseeing opportunities for all patrons.
This option utilizes the underpass on Stadium Park Dr to access Hall of Fame Village and
avoid all the traffic on Fulton and Interstate-77. It creates a more centralized pick-up and
drop off station by the Hall of Fame stadium.
Built Environment along this option is scenic. Stadium Park is well used and maintained by
local residents. The park has great tree canopy and offers pleasant shade for pedestrian
even in hot summer hot during Enshrinement weekend.
Current tourist effort such as festive lighting in the Park will draw more visitors and further
celebrate the connection between Hall of Fame Village and Downtown.
It can serve the Park and Ride and Transit oriented opportunity at Lincoln Highway Rail
station when the train is back to service.
There is more room in the Right-of-ways to implement elements like art installation, shuttle
stops and bike lanes.

CHALLENGES
•
•
•

In order to create a loop from Stadium Park Dr and Monument Rd and avoid traffic on Fulton
Rd, a drive is needed to connect the two which involves crossing the creek and the rail road
track.
Traffic through the park will increase and the park’s operating hours may need to extend
accordingly.
Bike activities on Tuscarawas St is not encouraged.

SHUTTLE
Existing private tours
such as Canton
Food Tours and
NEO Brew Tours
offer guided tours
and transportation
between Hall
of Fame Village,
Downtown Canton
and other Canton
attractions.
Parking shuttle
services will be
provided between
Hall of Fame Village
and remote parking
areas during
Enshrinement
weekend

PEDESTRIAN
SAFETY AND
EXPERIENCE
Existing sidewalk
covers 87% (4.7
miles) of the whole
proposed route.
Lack of sidewalk
on portion of
Monument Dr.

BIKE LANE
Existing bike lanes
covers 20% (1
mile) of the whole
proposed route
Bicycle use is
allowed on West
Branch trail in
Stadium Park. The
trail is separated by
landscape buffer
from Stadium Drive
traffic

PRIVATE
VEHICLE

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

Existing travel lanes
for private vehicles
are well maintained

The built
environment along
this proposed
route is good.
The Stadium
Park portion is
pleasure and
well shaded. The
Historic Downtown
is well preserved
and encourage
pedestrian activities

42% of the proposed
route is two lane
road and 58% of the
proposed route is
four lane road

Commercial
buildings along
Tuscarawas St are
mostly setback
from the street
and discourage
pedestrian activities

TREE CANOPY
Street trees covers
74% (3.77 miles) of
the whole proposed
route
Tuscarawas St and
Cleveland Ave have
shattered street
trees along the
streets. No formal
trees established
along Monument Dr.
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ROUTE OPTION: BIKE

Loop Distance

Loop Time

Attractions

4.3 miles

10 minutes

10/23

The total distance of Bike scheme is about 4.3 miles. It passes by 10 out of 23 attractions identified here. This route is
equipped with the safest biking and pedestrian existing infrastructure.

HALL OF FAME LOOP
An internal loop within the Hall of Fame village will be designated to serve all the main components such as the
Stadium, Hall of Fame Museum, Hall of Fame hotel and the Youth Sports complex. This route uses the underpass of
Interstate 77 to connect onto Stadium Park Dr.
STADIUM PARK DRIVE
The route uses Stadium Park Dr to go south. It is a two lane parkway with head-in parking at certain locations.
Herbert L. Fisher walking trail and West Branch multi-purpose trail in the park are well-utilized by local residents.
There are recreational facilities and water features along this segment of the road.

12TH STREET
The route turns east onto 12th St. The segment of 12th St between Fulton Rd and Monument Dr. has street facing
single family houses and the segment of 12th St between Market St and Fulton Rd has primarily auto-oriented low
density aged commercial buildings. 12th St is recently repaved and restriped to be a three lane road with a middle
turn lane and landscape zone. A dedicated bike lane is incorporated. Sidewalks are upgraded with street trees and
grits, decorative street lights and pavement. 12th St. is proposed to be the National bike route. The right-of-way is 80
feet. The route then intersects with Stadium Park and goes under Interstate 77 to 13th Street. The elevation change
from 12th St and 13th St is significant and might create difficulty for biking and pedestrians.

DOWNTOWN LOOP
The route uses McKinley Ave and Walnut Ave as the two main roads to loop downtown. 12th St is used as the north
end and Canton Classic Car Museum is used as the south end of the loop. Currently, Both McKinley Ave and Walnut
Ave are one way south bound three lane road. Walnut Ave is recently repaved and restriped to incorporate a two way
dedicated bike lane on both side. McKinely Ave is proposed to be the same as Walnut Hill in the City’s bike plan.

CANTON CONNECTION
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ROUTE OPTION: BIKE

STRENGTHS
•
•
•

This option aligns with the city’s proposed bike and trail plan. It is the safest option for
biking.
This option utilizes the underpass on Stadium Park Dr to access Hall of Fame Village and
avoid all the traffic on Fulton and Interstate-77. It creates a more centralized Pick-up and
Drop off station by the Hall of Fame stadium
This option is the shortest route and offers the quickest turnaround time.

CHALLENGES
•
•
•

•

This option does not offer a route that stop right at most of the attractions. Visitors are
required to walk one or two block to most of the nearest attractions.
McKinley Ave and Walnut Ave is currently southbound one-way street. To create a loop, one
of these two streets will need to change its flow of traffic.
Built environment along this option is not scenic. Part of the route is consisted of
commercial buildings that are setback from the street with surface parking in between.
Though this option offer safe pedestrian and biking infrastructure, the built environment is
uninteresting at ground level and discourages pedestrian level activities.
Additional stops in the Hall of Fame Village might be needed to provide better service
coverage within the Village.

SHUTTLE
Existing private tours
such as Canton
Food Tours and
NEO Brew Tours
offer guided tours
and transportation
between Hall
of Fame Village,
Downtown Canton
and other Canton
attractions.
Parking shuttle
services will be
provided between
Hall of Fame Village
and remote parking
areas

PEDESTRIAN
SAFETY AND
EXPERIENCE
Existing sidewalk
covers 100% (4.3
miles) of the whole
proposed route

BIKE LANE
Existing bike lanes
covers 53 % (2.3
mile) of the whole
proposed route
Bicycle use is allowed
on West Branch trail
in Stadium Park.
Dedicated bike lane is
only installed on 12th
St. between Market
St and Monument
Rd. Proposed bike
lane on McKinley Ave
is aligned with City
of Canton Designed
and Proposed
Canton Bike Routes &
Trail in October 2015

PRIVATE
VEHICLE

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

Existing travel lanes
for private vehicles
are well maintained

The built
environment along
this proposed route
is fair.

54% of the proposed
route is two lane
road and 46% of
the proposed route
is one way three
lane road. Currently,
Walnut Ave and
McKinley Ave are
both one way
southbound.

Commercial
buildings along
Tuscarawas St (0.5
mile) and the north
portion of McKinley
Ave and Walnut Ave
are mostly setback
from the street
and discourage
pedestrian activities

TREE CANOPY
Street trees covers
% (miles) of the
whole proposed
route
Need further site
survey to see recent
construction
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“Cities have the capability
of providing something for
everybody, only because, and
only when, they are created by
everybody.”

- Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great
American Cities

McKinley Memorial

4.0

The Recommendations

Overview

The manifestation of the Canton Connection is about creating meaningful
and memorable experience for its patrons, by strengthening the historical,
social, cultural and visual relationship of downtown Canton and the Pro
Football Hall of Fame Village into the physical landscape.

In anticipation of the completion
in 2019, there will be numerous
professional sporting events,
conferences and concerts hosting
in the Hall of Fame Village. The
estimated thousands of patrons from
professional athletes, sports fans,
football enthusiasts to performers
will visit Canton every week. The Hall
of Fame museum and Hall of Fame
Village is certainly the headquarter and
destination of the Professional Football
- drawing an estimated thousands of
patrons weekly, from local residents
and museum visitors to professional
athletes and performers. However, it
is important to emphasize the role of
downtown Canton in communicating
the history of American professional
football.
The Canton Connection recognizes
the historical relationship between
downtown Canton and the Pro

Football Hall of Fame and reinforces
the physical, visual, emotional and
economic connections between the
two. In order to achieve this vision,
the Canton Connection is envisioned
to be a multi-modal cultural corridor
connecting the Pro Football Hall of
Fame Village with downtown Canton
via programmed routes and a variety
of quality transportation choices for
all users including patrons and local
residents.
Recommendations for the success of
the Canton Connection is divided into
four, interdependent and cumulating
levels. The fundamental needs to the
success are based on tangible and
physical features such as the route
options, transportation choices and
programmatic features. These features
can be improved and controlled
with the support of the city and its
stakeholders. These fundamental

features contribute to the quality of
built environment along the Canton
Connection which includes the
physical makeup of where people live,
learn, work and play. This refers to
Canton’s homes, schools, businesses,
parks, sidewalks and transportation
options. The built environment has
a great effect on overall community
health and safety, liveliness of the
community and influence on individual
behaviors. High quality of built
environments enhance the experience
of coming to and getting around the
Hall of Fame Village and downtown
Canton. Only when people have a
memorable experience using the
Canton Connection to travel between
the two, will they be encouraged to
explore new areas and enjoy their time
in Canton.
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Pro Football

We focus on four main aspects to cover
the physical, visual, emotional and
economic functions of the connection.

Hall of Fame
Village

ROUTE - Which route(s) will be the
celebrated path to connect the two key
areas?
This section explores different physical
paths between the Hall of Fame Village
and downtown Canton identified by
key stakeholders and various planning
documents. The typology of the roads
and their surrounding environment
affect the mobility, as well as social and
economic functions of the connection.
Together with the multi-modal
transportation planning, the complete
street concept is incorporated
creatively on different sections of
the connection depending upon the
available right-of-way of the streets.
These types of streets include:
•
Local residential road
•
City street
•
Parkway
•
Boulevard
•
Urban arterial
•
Interstate highway

ROUTE

TRANSPORTATION - What
transportation choices are provided
to connect the two key areas? How do
they compare to each other?
This section explores the possibilities
to incorporate a more sustainable
transportation solution, i.e. to
implement multi-modal transportation
system along the connection. Multimodel planning refers to planning
that considers various transportation
modes to connect Point A to B. This
provides a basis for shifting the current
emphasis from private cars only to
providing a variety of transportation
choices. It also analyzes the flexibility
to interchange among the different
options. These transportation modes
include:
•
Shuttle bus
•
Public transportation
•
Private car
•
Uber/Lyft
•
Biking
•
Walking

TRANSPORTATION

PROGRAM

CANTON CONNECTION

PROGRAM - What thematic or
entertainment programs are in
place (or could be put into place) to
characterize the connection? What
programs are in place to create and
maintain activities?
This section explores people of
different ages, backgrounds and
compositions visiting Canton for a
variety of reasons. It is an attempt to
think through different scenarios on
how people will use this connection
and the attractions that will interest
them. These persona includes:
•
Father and son attending the
Enshrinement weekend
•
Local residents commuting to
work
•
A group of young athletes coming
for training camp
•
A young family of four passing by
on a road trip
•
Artist attending local art
residencies
•
Sports enthusiast young millennial
visiting the Pro Football Hall of
Fame

PATRON

**This is not an exhaustive list of
personas

EXPERIENCE

Downtown
Canton

ABOVE: RECOMMENDATIONS CATEGORIES FOR CANTON CONNECTION
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PATRON AND THEIR EXPERIENCEWho will come visit Canton? What do
they like to do? What experience will
they have?
This section explores the different
persona scenarios and outlines their
potential expectations and interests
when visiting Canton. The Canton
Connection is additionally put to the
test to examine how it will work with
other regional connection.
The persona scenarios examined in
this report allow us to think through
how people arrive to Canton, where
will they stay and what will attract them
based on common profiles. These
profiles are based on three popular
reasons to come visit Canton and local
residents. The four personas are couple
coming for Enshrinement weekend,
young family of four coming for youth
camp training, father and son coming
for Hall of Fame as well as long as
permanent residents. These personas,
are representative scenarios, not actual
examples.
The overall experience generated from
each persona scenarios is unique,
depending upon their background,
interest, expectation and value. Some
may find the stadium Park particularly
relaxing while others may find the Hall
of Fame particularly inspiring. The main
purpose of the persona exercise is to
capture most, if not all, of the possible
situations so that all variety of visitors
can be considered. The more we can
understand the needs and interests of
the users and design an environment
that is truly authentic, the more likely
we can create an inclusive place that
invites everyone to enjoy it.
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4.1 ROUTE

The following recommendations were formed in collaboration with stakeholders and physical
analysis on the alternative routes’ benefits adn drawbacks. The consensus for the Canton
Connection is a phased, multi-route plan. Of the multiple ways to travel between Hall of Fame
Village and downtown Canton, they are all of relative importance for patrons as well as local
residents.
To realistically implement this celebrated path between the two destinations in manageable
increments, the Park route is phase one for improvement. The PARK route with minor
modification (indicated in the opposite page) uses Stadium Park and Tuscarawas St as its major
corridor. Stadium Park is the crown of public space in Canton. It has mature trees, complete
trail systems, national memorial and most importantly, is well-used and well maintained by
local residents. Unlike any other streets, Stadium Park Dr and Washington Blvd have a much
higher flexibility to alter the roadway design. They would have less effect on their surrounding
properties and uses since they are located inside the park.
PHASE ONE
Phase one is divided into four zones – Hall of Fame Village Loop, Stadium Park, Tuscarawas
Corridor and Downtown Loop. This report explains in detail the proposed improvements in
each zone. It outlines specific roadway design, shuttle stop locations, bike infrastructure, major
attractions and different programmatic design. The total distance for phase one improvement is
5.7 miles. To make a loop from one point on the route back to its original point on a shuttle, it will
take 8.2 miles and 20 minutes assuming the average speed of the shuttle is 25 mph.
PHASE 1 – Zone 1
The Hall of Fame loop will be upgraded along with all the new construction within the Hall of
Fame Village.
Phase 1 – Zone 2
The Stadium Park corridor requires major improvement with full upgrade and redesign of
roadway cross sections. New alignment of Washington Blvd is proposed to connect with
Schroyer Ave. Stadium Park Dr and Washington Blvd will be reconstructed with major
improvement. The unit cost of road construction in dollar per mile is the estimated sum of
the subunit cost of the road construction activities. The estimation is based on the current
Canton Capital Improvement Projects budget and local engineers’ professional input. The road
construction activities considered here are surveying, clearing, earthwork, surfacing and entities
such as electricity, telecommunication carriers and drainage. This estimation does not include
the cost of private property for the proposed realignment of Washington Blvd with Schroyer
Ave.
Phase 1 – Zone 3 and 4
Tuscarawas corridor and downtown loop require minor improvement mainly on road markings
and incorporating thematic urban elements. These two corridors were rebuilt less than a
decade ago. Sidewalks have already been improved through the Downtown CityScape Sidewalk
and Curb Program. The road construction activities considered here are road surface markings
and cross walk pavement. The overall curb and surface condition will remain.
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PHASE TWO
Phase two adopts certain characteristics of the Bow Tie route. The celebrated path will extend
north on Market St to connect with 12th St. The essential portion of 12th St from downtown to
Stadium Park is recently rebuilt under Canton’s Capital Improvement Program. The improved
12th St is a two directional three lane road with dedicated bike lanes on both sides. The
improvement also includes side walk beautification and raised medians with landscaping. It
requires minor improvement mainly on incorporating thematic urban elements. The downtown
loop in phase one will become a self-guided walking loop. Market St will continue to be the main
corridor through downtown. This is why all the transportation infrastructure in phase one such
as shuttle stops, bike hubs and thematic urban elements are located on Market St. The optional
route for phase 2 is the extension of 12th St onto 13th St. This route connects to the south entry
of the Hall of Fame Village via Board St and Harrison Ave. The south entrance is important to
lighten traffic especially when there is an event at the National Football & Youth Sports Complex.
The total distance of phase two improvement is 1 mile with a 1.5 mile optional improvement. To
make a loop from one point on the route back to its original point, it will take 6.5 miles and 15
minutes assuming the average speed of the shuttle is 25 mph.
PHASE THREE
Phase three adopts certain characteristics of the BAR BELL option. Phase three improvement
focuses mainly on the Fulton Rd between the Hall of Fame Village and Tuscarawas St. Fulton
Rd is viewed as the everyday commuter road for local residents between the two destinations.
Fulton Road is proposed for reconstruction with major improvements like Stadium Park Dr.
Detailed engineering study is needed at the intersection of Fulton Rd and Stadium Park. This
intersection not only is the main exit from Interstate -77 South bound for Hall of Fame Village
patrons, it is also one of the highest accidents reported intersections in the city of Canton.
The road construction activities considered here are surveying, clearing, earthwork, surfacing
and entities such as electricity, telecommunication Carriers and drainage. A lesser amount of
thematic urban elements will be applied to Fulton Rd. The Shuttle will not use this route.
Thematic elements such as decorative light pole, trash can, bench, way-finding signage and
monument signage is included in the estimation of each zone.

Total Improvement
distance

Round trip
distance

Travel time

Phase one

5.7 miles

8.2 miles

20 minutes

Phase two

1 miles

6.2 miles

15 minutes

- optional

1.5 mile

6.8 miles

16.5 minutes

Phase three

2 miles

5 miles

12 minutes

CANTON CONNECTION

IMPROVEMENT AND ESTIMATED COST
UNIT COST

QUANTITY

TOTAL COST

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENT
PHASE 1

zone 1

IRG

zone 2

$20M/mile

1.5 mile

$30 M

zone 3

$5M/mile

1 mile

$5M

zone 4

$5M/mile

2 mile

$10M

$5M/mile

1 mile

$5M

$5M/mile

1.5 mile

$7.5M

$20M/mile

2 mile

$40M

THEMATIC SHUTTLE

$150,000

3 vehicles

$450,000

SHUTTLE STATION

$25,000

9 stations

$225,000

SHUTTLE OPERATION

Pending

BIKE SHARE PROGRAM

$1,800/bike

40 bikes

$72,000 per year

CANTON CITY ICON

$2,000

6 icons

$12,000

INTERACTIVE MOBILE APP

$75,000

1 app

$75,000

HALL OF FAMER MONUMENT

$20,000

8 monument

$160,000

PHASE 2
*optional
PHASE 3

$90 MILLION
*$97.5 MILLION

TRANSPORTATION

$747,000

PROGRAM

$247,000
$91 MILLION
*$98.5 MILLION

* represents the budget including the optional path in Phase two.
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GUIDING REFERENCES
The recommendations in this study reference the two guides.
•

Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A context Sensitive Approach by the Institute
of Transportation Engineers and Congress for the New Urbanism. The core principle of
Context Sensitive Solution is to assist communities to reach their transportation goals by
encouraging the consideration of land use, transportation, and infrastructure needs in an
integrated manner. The transportation planning reflects community input and takes into
consideration the impacts on both natural and human environments, it also promotes
partnerships that lead to “balanced” decision making.

•

Urban Street Design Guide by National Association of City Transportation Officials. The
core principle of the Guide is to crystallize a new approach to street design that meets
the demands of today and the challenge of tomorrow. Based on the principle that streets
are public spaces for people as well as arteries for traffic and transportation, this guide
highlights the role of the street as a catalyst for urban transformation. It clarifies the tactics
and techniques being pioneered by the nations’ foremost urban engineers and designers.
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ZONE 1
HALL OF FAME VILLAGE
HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

ZONE 2
STADIUM PARK

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

Lehman Middle School

Mercy Hospital
Timken Gate House
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DOWNTOWN AND CULTURAL
LOOP
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McKinley HS
Downtown Campus
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ZONE 3
TUSCARAWAS ST/ LINCOLN HWY
CORRIDOR

ET ST

Cultural Center
for the Arts

Mckinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

Mother Goose Land
First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

PROPOSED ROUTE PHASE ONE
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT DISTANCE : 5.7 MILES
ROUND TRIP : 8.2 MILES
TOTAL TIME : 20 MINUTES

ROUTE PHASE ONE
ROUTE PHASE ONE OPTION
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION
POTENTIAL SHUTTLE STOP
POINT OF INTEREST
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PHASE ONE - ZONE ONE
1. Hall of Fame Village Loop
Scheduled to be completed in
2019, the Pro Football Hall of Fame
Village will designate a shuttle route
(highlighted in green in the above
diagram) to serve all facilities in the
Village. Two intermediate stops and
one main shuttle station are proposed.
The Hall of Fame Village loop will
circulate the McKinley High School,
National Football & Youth Sports
Complex, Center for Performance, Tom
Benson Hall of Fame Stadium, Center
for Excellence, Legends Landing, Hall
of Fame Hotel, HOF Experience and
The Pro Football Hall of Fame. During

the Enshrinement weekend, where
areas around the Stadium will be
locked down for security and set up,
the Shuttle will remain in service and
circulate only around the main station
in front of the Hall of Fame Museum.
2. Hall of Fame Main Station
The main shuttle station located in
front of the Pro Football Hall of Fame
will serve as one of the two key anchor
stations along the Canton Connection.
Components such as “Visit Canton”
satellite kiosk, bike share station, one of
the ELEVEN art installations and shuttle
rider pavilion will be included. An
overflow bike station will be placed on
the underpass of Interstate 77.

3. Art Installations
To create a cohesive experience,
a continuation of the ELEVEN art
installation is proposed to be placed at
the official entrance roundabout of the
Hall of Fame Village on Blake Ave as
well as the Hall of Fame Main Station.
Not only will they share the Football
theme, the ELEVEN art installations to
be placed in Hall of Fame Village are
encouraged to incorporate lighting
and visual effect to create cultural
connections with other art installations
in downtown Canton.

CANTON CONNECTION
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PHASE ONE - ZONE TWO
Prior to the Canton Connection
Study, City of Canton and Canton
Parks and Recreation Department
have carried out a series of studies
and improvement plans in Stadium
Park. The Canton Connection Study
acknowledges and builds on those
existing efforts. Existing efforts in
Stadium Park include the West Branch
Nimishillen Creek & Water Works Race
Restoration plan (2013), 12th St. Stage
3 Corridor Improvement (2016) and
Stadium Park Facility Improvement
Grant Application (2016).
1. Reconfigure Street Cross Section

N
Currently, Stadium Park Dr is a two
lane road with unstripped head-in
parking at certain locations. Replacing
the existing head-in parking on one
side with multi-use zone on both sides
creates a physical buffer between the
walking trails and the travel lanes (see
pg 64-65). Full upgrade of the multiuse zone includes curb extension
for traffic calming and pedestrian
crossing, on street parking, bus lanes,
bus stops, bike share stations, food
truck parking, art installation areas and
interactive kiosks.
2. Retail Opportunities
With the current usage of the park by
local residents and the anticipated

ROUTE PHASE ONE
BIKE SHARE STATION
ART INSTALLATION
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION

1

Pro Football Hall of Fame

2

Tom Benson Hall of Fame Stadium

3

Hall of Fame Hotel

4

Mixed-use Condo

5

Center for Excellence

6

Center for Performance

7

McKinley High School

8

National Football & Youth Sports
Complex

9

Surface Parking

10

Legends Landing

11

Family Hotel

12

Hall of Fame Experience
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13TH ST

7

5

7TH ST

TUSCARAWAS ST

6

4

Proposed alignment to
Schroyer Ave

visitors from the Canton Connection,
adding small retail locations
throughout the park will create
a progression of activities. Local
businesses such as an ice-cream shop,
cafe, outdoor recreational center,
community garden and restaurant
would be appropriate retail uses. Retail
can be in form of food truck, small
kiosk or existing structures such as the
Timken Gatehouse or Canton Garden
Center That will add liveliness and fulfill
the needs of park visitors.
3. Trail System
West Branch Trail and Herbert L. Fisher
Walking Trail are actively used by the
residents of Canton. W. Branch is

considered the multi-purpose trail and
is covered with gravel. Repaving it with
concrete or asphalt and adding lighting
at a pedestrian level will increase biking
comfort and safety.
4. Art Installations
To create a cohesive experience,
a continuation of THE ELEVEN art
installations is proposed to be placed
along Stadium Park. Interactive
technology like social media or a
virtual/augmented reality mobile
application will engage visitors
at a digital level. Key node areas
featuring Gold Jackets such as live
size sculptures, motivational quotes
and naming designation will engage

12TH ST

8

visitors at eye level and help extend
their experience from the Hall of Fame
Village into the Park.
5. Realignment of Washington Blvd
Stadium Park and Tuscarawas St
are the important corridors to link
the McKinley Memorial to Historic
downtown. However, the travel
experience between these local
treasures is uneasy. Though they
are of close proximity, the transition
from an intimate two lane park road
(Washington Blvd) to a wide fast traffic
five lane state arterial (Tuscarawas St)
is abrupt and drastic. Washington Blvd
is proposed to realign with Schroyer
Ave and take advantage of the existing
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roadway
re-imagine

Existing bike
share hub

N
traffic light. Not only will the traffic light
make an easier and safer turn for the
added traffic coming out from the park,
it will also slow traffic down coming
from the east entering downtown.
Park activities are substantially reduced
between of 7th St and Tuscarawas
St on Washington Dr. Park related
redevelopment opportunities such
as recreational facilities, community
garden and RV park are recommended
uses along the realignment of
Washington Blvd. The proposed
alignment of Washington Blvd and
the traffic light will create a safer
environment to extend the liveliness
from northern part of Stadium Park to

Mother Goose Land. The entrance of
Mother Goose Land is recommended
to relocate off Schroyer Ave for easier
access.

ROUTE PHASE ONE
BIKE SHARE STATION
ART INSTALLATION
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION

1

Ball Fields

2

Canton Garden Center

3

Mercy Hospital

4

Timken Gatehouse

5

McKinley Memorial

6

McKinley Museum

7

West Lawn Cemetery

8

Car Dealership
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West Branch Trail
The width of Stadium
Park Dr varies.
Parking along the
road is not marked.

Existing park pavilion
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Herbert L. Fisher Walking Trail

ABOVE: EXISTING CONDITION IN STADIUM PARK

West Branch
Nimishillen Creek
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Multi-use zone includes on
street parking, art installation,
enhanced landscape zone and
shuttle stop

Hall of Famer of the
year Feature Sign

Shuttle stop with waiting area
connecting to existing trail
system

Incorporate public
art (such as the
ELEVEN) installation
with interactive
technology mobile
application

West Branch
Nimishillen Creek
R
12’
12’ RK D
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I
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Multi-use zone as parallel
parking at certain locations
along Stadium Park Dr
Bike Share Station located
directly adjacent to trail

ABOVE: PROPOSED ROADWAY DESIGN IN STADIUM PARK

Herbert
L. Fisher
Walking Trail

Standard two travel lanes
on Stadium Park Dr with
multi-use zone along both
sides
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1
Park related Redevelopment
Opportunity which will help
reactivating the areas
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Proposed alignment to
Schroyer Ave
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Redevelopment Opportunity

PHASE ONE - ZONE THREE
1. Historic Value
Tuscarawas St is part of Ohio Lincoln
Highway historic by-way, the first
transcontinental road connecting
Coast to Coast in the 1920s. Lincoln
Highway and historic architecture
characteristic should be preserved and
celebrated.
2. Reconfigure street cross section
As described in the earlier section,
the portion of Tuscarawas St from
Stadium Park to downtown Canton is a
5 lane urban arterial road. Despite the
current speed limit being 35 mph and
the presence of McKinley High School

Downtown Campus along this portion
of the road, the wide and unobstructed
arterial demonstrates a vehicle
oriented environment. To create a
multi-modal corridor, it is important
to provide a safe environment for all
modes of transportation including
pedestrians and bikers. The goal of
redesigning the roadway footprint
is to address safety, mobility, the
preservation of scenic, aesthetic,
historic and environmental qualities
as well as to change its characteristics
from vehicle-oriented thoroughfare to
walkable thoroughfare.
According to the Context Sensitive
Solution (CSS) by Institute

Transportation Engineers (ITS),
Tuscarawas St Corridor is considered
as C-5 Urban Center or C-6 Urban
Core under the Contextual zone
Characteristic (Appendix 7). With
the current traffic information from
Ohio Department of Transportation
(ODOT), the Average Daily Trips
(ADT) for Tuscarawas St is between
13,000 to 17,000 (Appendix 9). Using
the Design Parameter for Walkable
Urban Thoroughfares in Appendix
8, the portion of Tuscarawas St is a
commercial avenue in Urban Center/
Core. With the current ADT, the
recommended number of travel lane is
2-4 and targeted speed is 25-30 mph.
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Reducing travel lane width and adding
dedicated bike lanes will slow traffic
down and allow passengers traveled
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11
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MARKET AVE
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The existing right-of-way of this
portion of Tuscarawas St is 100’-0”.
We propose to reconfigure it to reduce
from 5 travel lane to 4 travel lane with
dedicated bike lane on both sides. The
bike lanes will have 2’-0” buffer from
travel lanes and act as transition speed
zone to protect pedestrians from on
going traffic. Detail traffic analysis such
as Synchro modeling is needed to
further understand the affected traffic
pattern and determine intersection
capacity and traffic light adjustment at
Schroyer Ave and Fulton Rd.

9

CLEVELA

3RD ST
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Enlarged
roadway
re-imagine
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by cars or shuttle bus to appreciate the
historic characteristics of the Lincoln
Hwy corridor and architecture, as well
as encourage street level engagement
with programming and retail. The
only shuttle stop will be located in the
McKinley High School roundabout
which is about mid point between
the park and downtown. Depending
upon the redevelopment pattern of the
area between the rail road track and
Fulton Rd, an additional traffic light is
recommended in between Schroyer
Ave and Fulton Rd. It will further slow
traffic down approaching the school
zone and entering downtown. The
distance between Schroyer Ave and
Fulton Ave is about 2000’-0”.

ROUTE PHASE ONE
BIKE SHARE STATION
ART INSTALLATION
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION

1

Stadium Park

2

Mother Goose Land

3

Downtown Ford Lincoln

4

Lincoln Hwy Station

5

McKinley HS Downtown Campus

6

Christ Presbyterian Church

7

Trinity Lutheran Church

8

Canton College Preparatory School

9

Citizen Bank

10

Stark County Mental Health &
Addiction Recovery

11

Frank T. Bow Federal Building (Birth
Place of NFL)

12

Stark County Office
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Tuscarawas St is a 5
lane urban arterial
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ABOVE: EXISTING CONDITION IN STADIUM PARK
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Hall of Famer of the year
Feature Sign
Painted bike lane with 2’
spacing acts as a buffer

Eliminate middle turn lane
Incorporate football field
hash mark as pedestrian
crossing

Reduce travel lane
width by 1 foot

walk : 3 mph
bike : 10 mph
drive : 35 mph
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ABOVE: PROPOSED ROADWAY DESIGN IN STADIUM PARK

LEFT: DEDICATED AND PAINTED BIKE LANE WITH
BUFFER IS PROPOSED ON TUSCARAWAS ST

15’
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this corridor
3. City Sidewalk Program
Tuscarawas St is identified by the city
of Canton as the Gateway Corridor
CityScape Sidewalk and Curb Program
and Downtown CityScape Sidewalk
and Curb Program (See appendix 1).
As an on-going city-wide streetscape
improvement effort, a portion of this
corridor was updated with decorative
street lights, built curbs and street
trees. Redesign of the roadway
footprint of Tuscarawas St. will
enhance the effect of this improvement
and encourage pedestrian activities. It
will also re-activate businesses along

4. Proposed redevelopment
opportunities
A lot of the properties in the Shorb
neighborhood is considered tax
delinquent properties. It can be a great
redevelopment opportunity for all the
needed uses in the city. This area is
about 55 acres with a great location.
Right along Canton Connection with
direct access to Tuscarawas St. With
close proximity to Lincoln Hwy Station,
it can be developed as transit-oriented
development with “park and ride”
features.

PHASE ONE - ZONE FOUR
1. Historic Value
Downtown Canton possesses unique
character and architecture with high
historic value. Existing streetscape on
Market St and Cleveland Ave should be
preserved and celebrated.
2. Celebrating Market Street
Market St is the “main street” through
downtown with lots of historic
attractions such as the First Ladies
Historic Site, Palace Theater and
Canton Classic Car Museum. The
three proposed shuttle stops and
bike share stations are located along
Market St. Cleveland Ave will be used
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to complete the loop in downtown. For
bike lanes, Market St is proposed to
be sharrow or shared road with shuttle
and other vehicles. Although Walnut
Ave is recently built with a dedicated
bike lane, sending visitors down this
minor road will decrease exposure to
all the important historic attractions
and local businesses on Market St. No
major improvement or redesign on the
roadway is proposed here since Market
St is recently rebuilt with red historic
brick pavers, curb extensive and onstreet parking.
3. Anchor public space
Market Square on Market St will be the
new anchor public space in Downtown.

The new Market Square will have an
iconic structure with performing stage
and viewing area, water feature and
sustainable landscape. One of the
two main shuttle stations is proposed
to locate at Market Square on Market
St. It will pick up and drop off people
at the new marque and create a new
kind of synergy for all the surrounding
businesses. A total of only 6 on-street
parking will be eliminated on Market St
at Market Square for shuttle boarding
and alighting.

ROUTE PHASE ONE
BIKE SHARE STATION
ART INSTALLATION
COMPLETED THE ELEVEN ART
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION

1

Canton Classic Car Museum

2

First Ladies Muesum

3

First Ladies Libraries

4

Mixed-use Condo

5

Center for Excellence

6

Center for Performance

7

McKinley High School

8

National Football & Youth Sports
Complex

9

Surface Parking

10

Legends Landing

11

Family Hotel

12

Hall of Fame Experience
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Underutilized Park

Surface parking lot
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ABOVE: EXISTING CONDITION IN MARKET ST
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Infill opportunity for additional retail
or office space in downtown Canton
to replace surface lots
Incorporate iconic
thematic sculpture in
Market Square

Market Square to be
developed as main
shuttle stop
Hall of Famer of the
year Feature Sign

Incorporate football
field hash mark as
pedestrian crossing

Eliminate on street parallel parking at
Market Square for shuttle boarding
and alighting
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Incorporate sharrow
with shuttle and cars
travel lane

ABOVE: PROPOSED ROADWAY DESIGN ON MARKET ST

LEFT: AN EXAMPLE OF SHARROW

A shared-lane marking or sharrow is placed in
the travel lane to indicate where people should
preferably cycle. Private vehicles and shuttles will
be sharing the road with bikes. The sign alerts
drivers to look out for bikers.
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HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

Lehman Middle School

Mercy Hospital
Timken Gate House
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SARTA Hub
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First Ladies Library

Mother Goose Land
First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

PROPOSED ROUTE PHASE TWO
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT DISTANCE : 1 MILES
OPTIONAL: 1.5 MILES
ROUND TRIP : 6.2 MILES
TOTAL TIME : 15 MINUTES

ROUTE PHASE TWO
ROUTE PHASE TWO OPTION
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION
POTENTIAL SHUTTLE STOP
POINT OF INTEREST
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HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

Lehman Middle School

Mercy Hospital
Timken Gate House
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K
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Civic Center

Mckinley Memorial
Cultural Center
for the Arts
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Mckinley Museum

District Library
Lincoln Hwy Station
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Palace Theater
McKinley HS
Downtown Campus

Market Square
SARTA Hub

Mother Goose Land

First Ladies Library

First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

PROPOSED ROUTE PHASE ONE
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT DISTANCE : 2 MILES
ROUND TRIP : 5 MILES
TOTAL TIME : 12 MINUTES

ROUTE PHASE THREE
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION
POTENTIAL SHUTTLE STOP
POINT OF INTEREST
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4.2 TRANSPORTATION

This section explores the possibilities to incorporate a more sustainable way to get around, i.e.
to implement multi-modal transportation system along the connection. Multi-model planning
refers to planning that considers various transportation modes to connect from Point A to
Point B. This provides a basis for shifting the current emphasis from private cars as the only
transportation option to providing a variety of transportation choices. It also analyzes the
flexibility to interchange one option among another.

Thematic shuttle
The autonomous thematic shuttle is the primary mode of transportation to run between the Hall
of Fame Village and downtown Canton. The historic look, San Francisco trolley inspired shuttle
will have a capacity of 25-35 people. Details include quality interior finishes, fully enclosed for
climate comfort and ADA compliance are needed features. The shuttle bus has fully customized
exterior and interior to incorporate the Hall of Fame Village branding and sponsorship. A total of
9 shuttle stations are proposed in phase 1 and 2. The shuttle operation and service maintenance
will be provided by local transit agency, Stark Area Regional Transit Agency (SARTA). The
headway time of the shuttles will be 20 minutes.
The shuttle can strengthen the overall “park and ride” function by identifying all the existing
and potential parking lots or structures for visitors or the Hall of Fame Village employees to park
off site. This effort is important to serve the transportation needs to and from the Hall of Fame
Village in addition to the sight-seeing individuals.

THEMATIC SHUTTLE

THEMATIC SHUTTLE INTERIORS

Private tours
There are a several vendors operating tours in Canton. They are Canton Food Tours conducting
guided walking tours of downtown Canton and incorporating a progressive dinner at the local
restaurants as well as NEO Brew Tours offering a Hall of Fame City Brew Tour and providing
transportation between Canton Brewing Company in downtown Canton, Scenic Brewing Co.
in North Canton and Royal Docks Brewing in Jackson. Other private tour ideas include guided
Segway tours or beer bike tours are popular among other cities.

CANTON CONNECTION

Bike share program
In 2015, Stark County District Library, Stark Parks and Canton Parks and Recreation launched
BikeSmart, Stark County’s Bike Share Program. There are six current bike hubs, also called
bike shared stations in Stark County. Two of them are located along Canton Connection. In
the current bike share system, a rider’s trip will not end until the bike is returned to one of the
bike hubs. To ensure the number of bikes and bike hubs can serve the important attractions
along Canton Connections and manageable distance to bike, we propose an additional six bike
hubs to create a complete system. The existing two locations are District Library and Canton
Garden Center. The six proposed locations are Pro Football hall of Fame, National Football &
Youth Sports Complex, McKinley Monument, McKinley High School Downtown Campus, Market
Square and Canton Classic Car Museum.
The current BikeSmart bike sharing network is free to use for all cardholders of Stark County
District Library or can be rented with a valid credit or debit card. Zagster is the provider of this
full service bike share service. They operate with a flat annual subscription depending on the
size of the system. They provide turnkey service such as planning, building, hardware, operating
and maintaining the system. Branding or sponsorship opportunities can be incorporated
physically and digitally. Physical branding includes bike basket signage, Station signage or full
bike customization. Digital branding includes mobile app, website, emails and social media.

BIKE HUB

BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES ON BIKE

PRIVATE TOUR

SEGWAY TOUR
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Car Service (Uber/Lyft)
Uber and Lyft “pick-up” services have gained great popularity in recent years. These companies
connect passengers with local private drivers using a mobile device. It allows customers to
order their car service through the app on their smart phone based on their locations. It also
allows customer to pick drivers, pay for rides and track arrival and record a route that is taken.
Uber service is promoted on Visit Canton website. This service in turn can increase the driver
demand where there are major event days in the Hall of Fame Village, thus providing additional
jobs to the local community.

UBER/LYFT

PRIVATE CAR

PEDESTRIAN

Other modes of Transportation
Other modes of transportation such as private car and walking are taken into account in this
system. They are the bases of the Canton transportation system and remains an important part
in the Canton Connection.

REGIONAL CONNECTION
While the Canton Connection focuses on the connection between the Hall of Fame Village and
downtown Canton, it is also important to consider how people arrive to the larger Cleveland/
Akron/Canton area by plane. City of Canton’s Smart City application effort in early 2016 has also
touched on the regional connection to Canton need (Appendix 3) .

CANTON CONNECTION

The closest two airports to Canton are the Cleveland Hopkins International Airport (60 miles
away) and the Akron-Canton Airport (8 miles away). With the existing public transit system,
the travel time from Cleveland Hopkins International Airport and the Akron-Canton Airport to
downtown Cornerstone Transit Center is 3 hours and 1 hour respectively. However, if by private
car, it will only take 1 hour and 10 minutes respectively. To create a more comprehensive system,
as an extension of the Canton Connection, we propose a Regional Connector and a Hall of Fame
Express. With the Regional Connector, it will take about 100 minutes from Cleveland Airport to
Hall of Fame Village. Hall of Fame Express only runs on the days with special events at the Hall of
Fame Village. It will skip downtown Akron to save travel time. Hall of Fame Express will take about
85 minutes from Cleveland Hopkins Airport to Hall of Fame Village. To promote the use of public
transit at a regional level, transit packages like a 3-day, 5-day or 7-day regional pass could be
available on all Cleveland, Akron and Canton public transit.

Regional
Connector

(Every 60 mins)

HOF Express
(Every 30 mins)

Canton
Connection

(Every 20 mins)

Southbound

Distance
(mi.)

Shuttle
(mins)

Distance
(mi.)

Shuttle
(mins)

Distance
(mi.)

Shuttle
(mins)

CLE Airport

**

**

**

**

--

--

Downtown
Cleveland

14

25

14

25

--

--

Downtown
Akron

39

45

--

--

--

--

CAK Airport

14

20

50

50

--

--

Hall of Fame
Village

7

10

7

10

--

--

3

15

3

15

**

**

--

--

--

--

7.8

20

77mi

115mins

74mi

100mins

7.8mi

20mins

Downtown
Canton

(Cornerstone
Transit
Center)

Cultural
Loop (includ.

Market Square,
McKinley
Monument)

** denotes the starting point of a route
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Downtown
Cleveland

CLE Airport

Downtown
Akron

CAK Airport
HOFV

Downtown
Canton

ABOVE: REGIONAL CONNECTION IN CANTON
PROPOSED REGIONAL SHUTTLE SERVICE
EXISTING RAIL ROAD LINES
CANTON CONNECTION SHUTTLE SERVICE
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4.3 PROGRAM

This section explores place-making programs as a tool to create quality, everyday, public spaces
and economic development. It is the development of redefining urban spaces and creating
fun activities to attracts patrons and local residents to explore around town. These strategic
programs are built on the local community’s asset. They play an important role in strengthening
a sense of place and enhancing Canton’s unique identity in the nation.

4.3.1 ART INSTALLATIONS
Canton has an active cultural district in north downtown. Its managing non-profit organization
ArtsinStark plays an important role in the dynamic environment of downtown Canton. They
oversee several major local organizations such as Massillon Museum, Canton Palace Theatre,
Canton Ballet, Canton Symphony Orchestra, Canton Museum of Art, Players Guild Theatre,
and Voices of Canton. Their on-going public art installation, the ELEVEN, is a prime example
showing how ArtsinStark collaborates with the Pro Football Hall of Fame. The ELEVEN is a
$2.2 million public art project by ArtsinStark and The Pro Football Hall of Fame celebrating the
greatest moments in professional football history. The eleven monumental pieces of public
art (sculptures, murals, multi-media arts) are planned to local within walking distance of one
another in downtown Canton. The first four moments are in place. The goal is to have all eleven
moments completed by 2020 for the 100th anniversary of the NFL.

AFL/NFL MERGER, 1966

BIRTH OF NFL, 1920

THE NFL DRAFT, 1936
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While the first four pieces of the ELEVEN public art are located in downtown, this study suggests
to re-evaluate the proposed locations for the remaining seven pieces of the ELEVEN. Instead of
concentrating all eleven of them in downtown, spreading them in downtown, the Hall of Fame
Village and along the route will visually identify the Connection route, thematically tie these
places together and attract patrons to travel around to see them all.
Unlike the ELEVEN art installation that is executed by professional artists nationwide, the
CANTON city icon gears towards local cultural and institutional groups participation. The
CANTON city icons are seasonal and inter-changeable. For example, CANTON city icon can
be painted to reflect festive colors (Easter, Independence Day, Thanksgiving, Halloween and
Christmas). It can also be painted to reflect the team colors that will be playing in the Hall
of Fame Stadium. Local artists, schools or businesses are welcome to participate to create
the CANTON city icon which will represent them. The CANTON city icon is a great photo
opportunity for visitors to share on their social media and local engagement. Canton city icon
is roughly 6 feet tall and 30 feet wide. Dallas’ BIG campaign in Dallas, TX, Cleveland’s script
sign and Iamsterdam Letters in Amsterdam are among some of the great example of these city
icons.

DIFFERENT CANTON CITY SIGN TO REFLECT FESTIVAL OR HOME TEAM COLORS

CLEVELAND SCRIPT SIGN

BIG D CAMPAIGN IN DALLAS, TX

CANTON CONNECTION

Hall of Fame Main St
Small scale park kiosk
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ABOVE: RETAIL PROGRESSION AND PROPOSED THE ELEVEN INSTALLATION LOCATIONS

Four of THE ELEVEN THAT ARE INSTALLED
1. Birth of the NFL
2. The NFL Draft, 1936
3. The AFL/NFL Merger, 1966
4. Reintegration of ProFootball, 1946

NEW PROPOSED LOCATION FOR
THE ELEVEN
EXISTING PROPOSED LOCATION
FOR THE ELEVEN
COMPLETED THE ELEVEN
LOCATION
ROUTE PHASE ONE
ROUTE PHASE TWO
ROUTE PHASE THREE
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4.3.2 RETAIL PROGRESSION
For years, brick-and-mortar stores serve a fundamental function, giving consumers the ability
to see, taste and touch the products that is impossible online. As much as the Internet has
integrated into the consumers’ world today, it cannot replace the engaging experience of
visiting a physical store or restaurant. Retail creates human contacts and acts an important
role in activating the space. Retail here refers to the sale of goods or food to the public in
small quantities for consumptions. It comes in different forms in this study depending upon its
location and purpose. Together, they can form a retail progression between the Hall of Fame
Village and downtown Canton and provide creative ways to engage different targeted audience
using different transportation means.
Hall of Fame Main Street
Located in the heart of Hall of Fame Village, Barr Ave is envisioned to be a retail main street
where ground level is lined with shops and restaurants on both sides. These shops and
restaurants will have large operable walls to increase transparency of indoor and outdoor. They
provide pre and post game gathering and shopping opportunities for patrons from the Hall of
Fame hotel, stadium events and residents from the condo.

HALL OF FAME MAIN ST

LOCAL STOREFRONT

Downtown historic shop-front
Surrounded by Canton historic landmarks and cultural district, downtown is where the
community originally established. Historic preservation provides a strong framework to cultivate
a unique characteristic in downtown. It is also a key component for economic development
strategy to build on the existing infrastructure and architecture. Market St is the main street of
downtown Canton. It is the front door of most commercial, institutional, residential buildings.
With the close proximity of the Cultural District, side streets like 4th St between Cleveland Ave
and McKinley Ave is revitalized as intimate art galleries and craft shops. As indicated in the
Comprehensive Plan, downtown daytime worker is a strong captive market for these downtown
businesses. Together with the anticipated of visitors to the Hall of Fame Village, downtown is the
bookend of the Canton Connection experience.

CANTON CONNECTION

Besides the intense retail in two destinations, there are other forms of retail that can be
incorporated along Canton Connection. They include food trucks, adaptive reuse existing
structures, small kiosk structures and existing local businesses.
Food trucks offer great mobility. It is a quick way to provide food and drinks options in
temporary locations that are not ready to support or not suitable for a retail structure, for
example in Stadium Park or around the McKinley Monument. Food trucks will not compete
directly with the brick-and-mortar restaurants in Canton because they usually park away
from the restaurants which will serve the same food. On the contrary, retail stores like to have
food trucks to park in front of their stores to get more exposure and attract new customers.
With relatively lower initial investment and operating cost, food trucks allow local first-time
entrepreneurs to start their business cheaper and faster than opening a restaurant and work as
an experimental way to test the market.
Adaptive reuse some of the existing buildings on strategical locations not only will preserve
historic character of the city, but also reduce environmental impacts and material waste. For
example, the Timken Gatehouse can be renovated as park café or park facilities rental center;
some of the vacant buildings between Schroyer Ave and Mother Goose Land can be renovated
as the RV with park amenities such as convenient store, laundry mat, skate park retail, nature
center gift shop and etc. Small kiosks as information center for tourist guide or small concession
stands will provide people with basic needs in exploring the city. Existing local businesses such
as NuNu Diner on Tuscarawas St should be celebrated. However, it is important to note that
auto-oriented businesses might not match with the character of the Canton Connection.

FOOD TRUCK

ADAPT AND REUSE

SMALL SCALE PARK KIOSK

LOCAL BUSINESSES
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4.3.3 MOBILE INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
In this day and age, technology has integrated in our daily lives. It is rare for anyone to travel
without referring to online information. Currently, the Visit Canton website offers great travel
information for Canton attractions, accommodations, transportation and planning tips for group
meetings.
“Hall of Fame City Guide” App
Like many large cities, an interactive mobile application will take digital engagement to the
next level. It can be the hub of the digital Canton Connection where visitors can start planning
their trip and share it with friends and family. It is a fun and easy way to highlight local points
of interest and provide instant feedback system to create user experience review on the fly. It
should focus on exploration and will suggest activities relative to users’ location using GPS. It
is like a personal tour guide showing city attractions, history, food and art. Function like GPSenabled push notifications, like “you’re near X restaurant. If you are looking for a bite to eat, here
is the list to choose from.” will bring interest to local businesses. Visitors will be hyper-informed
and seamlessly connected throughout their travel.

TRIPSCOUT TRAVEL APP

LOS ANGELES TRAILS APP

CANTON CONNECTION

“Gold Jacket Go” App
The interactive mobile application can also incorporate new trend of travel technology such
as gamification, virtual reality and augmented reality. It is an extension of the “Hall of Fame
City Guide” app. It can further expand on the Hall of Fame Village experience and can add
excitement and motivation to explore around town. Gamification here refers to a transition of
game worlds to real life experience. In another word, gamification uses game playing such as
point scoring, competition with others, rules of play to attract users to continuously engage
with the progression of the route. The logic behind gamification exploits the way people are
motivated by achievements like being rewarded a “star” or “badge” for level up in the gaming
world. Virtual reality here refers to computer technologies that generate realistic images,
sounds and other sensations that replicate a real environment. Augmented reality is a live view
of our real-world through cell phone camera whose elements are supplemented by computergenerated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics.
Combination of the two App
To apply these two concepts in the Canton Connection, it creates a gamified tour. Users can
choose their favorite Gold Jacketer as the augmented figures in the application. The Gold
Jacketer becomes your aviator or personal guide along the Canton Connection and gives users
fun fact about their experience on the Canton Connection. The application can also require
effort to win the challenge or questions to be answered to unlock rewards such as Hall of Fame
souvenirs or local businesses coupons. It makes the interactive city guides more fun, personal
and engaging.

VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY

AUGMENTED REALITY TECHNOLOGY
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4.3.4 FOOTBALL RELATED URBAN DESIGN AND THEMATIC IDEAS
The purpose of integrating football thematic idea into urban elements is to visually and
physically engage patrons of the Canton Connection when they travel between the Hall of Fame
Village and downtown Canton. The familiarity of football branded urban features will provide a
recognizable environment and encourage patrons to explore. It is also another way to extend
the experience of Pro Football Hall of Fame into the celebrated path.
General thematic ideas
Taking cue from the sport of American football, representational football themed elements can
integrate into urban design elements. Here is a list of potential applications:
1. Shuttle and shuttle stops: the historical trolley inspired shuttle can be themed with Pro
Football Hall of Fame brand colors. Shuttle stops can be designed with football helmets as
the base of the structure. The bench can incorporate plaques with inspirational quotes from
Hall of Famers, Football trivia questions or humors.
2. Light poles: street lights can incorporate helmet shape as the shade of the lamp
3. Cross walk: major intersection cross walk pattern along the Canton Connection can be
represented by Football field hash marks. An example is sited in Chinatown, Washington DC
where Zodiac signs are incorporated in cross walk as a thematic feature to mark the center
of the Chinatown.
4. Trash Can: Football shape trash can
5. Signage: Current Canton city sign program includes directional way-finding signs, welcome
signs and cultural/historical/educational signs. These signs use the same template as their
frame for consistent city image. The content of the sign will change depending upon it is a
way-finding, map or description of the attractions.

CANTON CONNECTION SHUTTLE STOP INCORPORATING FOOTBALL HELMET AS THE BASE ELEMENT TO
SUPPORT ITS CANOPY. THE HELMET SHAPE BASE CAN BE CASTED WITH CONCRETE OR WEATHER STEEL

CANTON CONNECTION

ABOVE LEFT: FOOTBALL HELMET CAN BE INCORPORATED AS THE SHADE OF THE STREET LAMP.
ABOVE RIGHT: FOOTBALL SHAPE TRASH CAN
BELOW: CURRENT CANTON CITY SIGN PROGRAM
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MAJOR INTERSECTIONS ALONG CANTON CONNECTION CAN INCORPORATE FOOTBALL HASH MARKS AS
CROSS WALK PATTERN.

Naming Convention
Adding a designation to the physical area along the Canton Connection is another way to
integrate football theme into the urban landscape. Naming convention here is meant for adding
a layer of football designation without changing the actual name of the places or streets. There
are seven key intersections (indicated in the map on the opposite page) and three corridors
for naming convention opportunities. One idea for the seven key intersections is to name after
the seven original professional football player names. The three corridors are Stadium Park Dr,
Fulton Rd and 12th St can be designated as Hall of Fame Stadium Park Dr, Hall of Fame way and
12th Man St respectively. Note that Cleveland Ave is designated as the Hall of Fame Corridor as
it is the main path for Enshrinement Parade path.
Listed below are the first seven players known to have been openly paid to play football:
William “Pudge” Heffelfinger
Ben “Sport” Donnelly
Peter Wright
James Van Cleve
Oliver W. Rafferty
Lawson Fiscus
John Brallier

ABOVE: AN EXAMPLE OF NAME DESIGNATION TO FULTON RD.

CANTON CONNECTION
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NAMING -1

FULTON RD AS HALL
OF FAME WAY
STADIUM PARK DR

12TH ST AS THE
12TH MAN ST
NAMING -2

NAMING -6

D

ON R
FULT

STADIUM PARK DR
AS HALL OF FAME
PARK DR

NAMING -7
12TH ST

ET ST
MARK

CLEV

ELAN

D AV

E

NAMING -3

NAMING -4
NAMING -5

TUSC

ARAW
AS ST

6TH S

T

ABOVE: NAMING CONVENTION OPPORTUNITIES LOCATIONS

PHASE ONE INTERSECTION
NAMING CONVENTION
PHASE TWO INTERSECTION
NAMING CONVENTION
ROUTE PHASE ONE
ROUTE PHASE TWO
ROUTE PHASE THREE
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Hall of Famer Feature signs
The Hall of Famer Feature Signs feature the enshrinees of the year. The maximum number of
enshrinees for each year is eight. Therefore, eight Hall of Famers Feature Signs are proposed to
spread along the Canton Connection. The Feature Signs are designed to be interchangeable
for each year’s enshrinement. The idea is to feature each enshrinee in one of the signs with their
names, year of enshrined, pictures, team and personal message so that their fans can engage
with the enshrinees at another level.
Seasonal Events
The annual holiday light display in Stadium Park is hosted by the Canton City Park System. Many
of the holiday lights are animated as people drive along Stadium Park Dr. It is a big draw of
local residents as well as people who come in from out of town. Building on the success of the
annual holiday light display, we propose to create a year around light display in Stadium Park. As
Stadium Park will be part of the Canton Connection, the light display will be an attraction in the
evening. A suggested schedule of light display as followed:

1 st Quarter
January-March

Super bowl

2nd Quarter
April-June

Flexible

3rd Quarter
July-September

Enshrinement

4th Quarter
October-December

Holidays

Seasonal events can also include Monday night football watching party at city’s public space
such as Market Square in downtown as well as weekly parade, firework and laser light show.

CANTON CONNECTION

ABOVE LEFT: HALL OF FAMER FEATURE SIGN. THE
WEATHER STEEL VERTICAL SIGN IS 20’ WITH BACK
LED LETTER FEATHER HALL OF FAMERS. FOR EXAMPLE, TONY DUNGY AND MARVIN HARRISON, BRETT
FARVE IN 2016, EMMITT SMITH AND JERRY RICE IN
2010 OR BARRY SANDERS IN 2004. THE LETTER ON
THE SIGN IS MEANT TO BE INTERCHANGEABLE SO
THAT EACH YEAR, THE ENSHRINEES OF THAT YEAR
WILL BE FEATURED ON THESE SIGNS
ABOVE RIGHT: SAMPLE OF THE LETTER ON THE
SIGN.

ABOVE LEFT: FOOTBALL THEME LIGHT DISPLAY IN STADIUM PARK IS
PROPOSED AS A YEAR LONG PROGRAM.
ABOVE RIGHT: CURRENT HOLIDAY LIGHT DISPLAY IN STADIUM PARK.
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4.4 PATRON AND THEIR EXPERIENCE

This section explores the different persona scenarios and predicts their expectation and interest
when visiting Canton. Canton Connection is put into test to examine how it will work with
other regional connection. The persona scenarios allow us to think through how people arrive
to Canton, where will they stay and what will attract them based on prescribed profiles. These
profiles are based on three current popular reasons to come visit Canton and are represented
with primary colors in the graph below. The three profiles are couple coming for Enshrinement
weekend, young family of four coming for youth camp training and father and son coming for
Hall of Fame. These persona, however, are anticipated scenarios, not actual examples.
With the completion of Hall of Fame Village in 2019, other sports events, concerts and
conferences will be held in addition to the current popular events. The persona scenarios will
be more complex and more detail study is needed to capture the whole picture. The gray area
in the graph below represents the new potential visitors coming to Canton. Interviews of actual
patrons will help to evaluate the system and create new programs to address the unfulfilled
needs.
The experience generated from each persona scenarios is unique, depending upon their
background, interest, expectation and value. Some may find the stadium Park particularly
relaxing while others may find the Hall of Fame particularly inspiring. The main purpose of the
persona scenario exercise is to capture most, if not all, the possible situations so that all visitors
will be taken care of. The more we can understand the need and interest of the users and design
an environment that is truly authentic, the more likely we can create an inclusive vital place that
invite everyone to enjoy it.

NUMBER OF PEOPLE

Enshrinement Weekend
Youth Sports Camp
Year round Hall of Fame
Potential new visitors
coming for concerts,
conferences, cultural
events

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

TIME OF THE YEAR
ABOVE: DISTRIBUTION OF PATRONS VISITING CANTON THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

N

D
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Patrons’ experience implies patrons’ involvement at different levels - such as rational, emotional,
sensorial, physical, and spiritual. They respond diversely to direct and indirect contact with
the relationship of the place. Experience is formed when there is a practical contact with
observation of facts and events. As it is mentioned in the earlier section in this study, Canton
Connection is successful when its patrons describe a place with a verb. For example, “we went
shopping at Hall of Fame Main Street”. When patrons start to associate these places and create
emotional connections, adjectives are used. That is when patrons turn a place into their own
experience and meaningful memories evolve. Below are some examples:
“ YOU WENT TO CANTON A COUPLE WEEKS AGO. HOW WAS IT?”
“It was quaint. It has a cute little diner. The Game of life at the Hall of Fame was very inspiring.”
“It was nice to see people of all ages in the museum”
“The McKinley Monument is a hidden jewel in the Stadium Park.”
“My wife and I attended a watercolor drawing class in downtown. It was fun.”

EXPERIENCE

BECAUSE OF

Inspired

The Pro Football Fall of Fame

Cultured

Nroth Market Art District

Relax

Stadium Park

Patriotic

McKinley Monument

Excited

Tom Benson Hall of Fame Stadium

Respectful

First Ladies National Historic Site

Active

Youth Sports Complex
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ENSHRINEMENT WEEKEND
“We’ve been looking forward to this all year. We’re excited to
stay on the new HOF Village campus!”

Number in group

2

Duration of Stay

Long weekend

Arrive

CLE airport

Lodging

Hall of Fame hotel

Canton Interests

Hall of Fame Museum, Tom Benson Stadium,
Charger Game in Civic Center

Additional Interests

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, Canton Food Tour

Preferred Transportation

Hall of Fame Express, Canton
Connection, Bike Share

Experience

Tony Dungy is my favorite coach! He led some of
my favorite Colts teams and always represented
the franchise well. It was great to see his
enshrinement ceremony. My wife came with
me and even though she is not a huge football
fan, there’s so much to do around the area that
she was really excited for our weekend getaway.
Football for me, art galleries for my wife!

CANTON CONNECTION

CLARENDON AVE

HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center
N
TO
FUL

Mercy Hospital

RD

Lehman Middle School

Timken Gate House

12TH ST
Civic Center
McKinley Memorial
Cultural Center
for the Arts

McKinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Lincoln Hwy Station
McKinley HS
Downtown Campus
Mother Goose Land

TUSC

ARAW
AS ST

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

ABOVE: PERSONA ROUTE AND ATTRACTIONS THAT WILL INTEREST THEM
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YOUTH SPORTS CAMP
“Our oldest son is ready to learn from the best at their football camp. We’re bringing his younger brother too to make it
a family vacation.”

Number in group

4

Duration of Stay

1 week

Arrive

RV park

Lodging

RV Park

Canton Interests

Hall of Fame Museum, Stadium Park, Park
District Skate Park, Park District Dog Park

Additional Interests

Cuyahoga National Park, Gold
Jacket go trail

Preferred Transportation

Canton Connection, Bike Share

Experience

Family time and the growth of my children are
my priorities. The summer training camp at
the Hall of Fame Village is a great program to
sharpen their skills and deepen their interest in
sports. During the breaks, we took the shuttle and
ventured around town. Canton is a small quaint
city which remains me of my hometown.

CANTON CONNECTION

CLARENDON AVE

HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

RD

Mercy Hospital

N
TO
FUL

Lehman Middle School

Timken Gate House

12TH ST

Civic Center
McKinley Memorial
Cultural Center
for the Arts

McKinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Lincoln Hwy Station
McKinley HS
Downtown Campus
Mother Goose Land

TUSC

ARAW
AS ST

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

ABOVE: PERSONA ROUTE AND ATTRACTIONS THAT WILL INTEREST THEM
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BUCKET LIST
“ The Hall of my dad and I’s bucket list for years. We finally
got a chance to make a trip to Canton. “

Number in group

2

Duration of Stay

Long weekend

Arrive

Akron-Canton Airport

Lodging

Downtown Hotel

Canton Interests

Hall of Fame Museum, Tom Benson Stadium,
Classic Car Museum, McKinley Memorial

Additional Interests

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, Canton Food Tour

Preferred Transportation

Canton Connection, Uber/Lyft/Taxi, Car

Experience

Sunday night football bonded my dad and me
since I was little. Going all the way to Canton and
visit the Hall of Fame has always been on our
bucket list. There are so many great players in the
Hall. It was a great experience to understand the
birthplace of our favorite sport.

CANTON CONNECTION

CLARENDON AVE

HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

RD

Mercy Hospital

N
TO
FUL

Lehman Middle School

Timken Gate House

12TH ST

Civic Center
McKinley Memorial
Cultural Center
for the Arts

McKinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Lincoln Hwy Station
McKinley HS
Downtown Campus
Mother Goose Land

TUSC

ARAW
AS ST

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

ABOVE: PERSONA ROUTE AND ATTRACTIONS THAT WILL INTEREST THEM
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LOCAL RESIDENT
“ Canton is my home. I can’t image all these big investment
and developments that are coming in just a few years”

Number in group

1

Duration of Stay

Permanent Resident

Arrive

N/A

Lodging

Vassar Park Neighborhoods

Canton Interests

Stadium Park, Mother Goose Land

Additional Interests

Gold Jacket 5K

Preferred Transportation

Private Car, Bike Shared Program

Experience

I am a very active person. I go running in the
park every day. At first, I was worried that all the
added visitors will ruin our park. Now, with all the
improvements, the park got its needed attention
and renovation. I can use the shared bikes to go
around the park. The visitors brought in another
kind of liveliness. It is indeed a win-win situation.

CANTON CONNECTION

CLARENDON AVE

HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

RD

Mercy Hospital

N
TO
FUL

Lehman Middle School

Timken Gate House

12TH ST

Civic Center
McKinley Memorial
Cultural Center
for the Arts

McKinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Lincoln Hwy Station
McKinley HS
Downtown Campus
Mother Goose Land

TUSC

ARAW
AS ST

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

ABOVE: PERSONA ROUTE AND ATTRACTIONS THAT WILL INTEREST THEM
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Conclusion and Phase 1 Implementation

In the `ed Comprehensive Plan, the
Pro Football Hall of Fame Village and
downtown Canton are identified as two
of the six Targeted Core Investment
Areas. Upon the completion of the Hall
of Fame Village in 2019, the number
of visitors coming for various games
and venues is expected to increase
exponentially. There is a shared
interest to create a connection among
the Hall of Fame, public officials,
non-profit organizations and private
businesses. The Canton Connection
creates a master plan to the realize this
relationship. Through key stakeholder
participation and subjective analysis
of current city’s planning efforts, the
vision of Canton Connection is:
To recognize the historical
relationship between downtown
Canton and the Pro Football Hall of
Fame and reinforce the physical,
visual, emotional and economic
connections between the two by
creating a multi-modal cultural
corridor with programmed
routes and a variety of quality
transportation choices for all users.
This study focuses its

recommendations on the fundamental
needs to the success of Canton
Connection. The fundamental
needs are the physical and tangible
elements of the Connection such as
the route selection, transportation
choices, transportation infrastructure
and innovative patron engagement
programs. An incremental phasing plan
of all these elements is exceptionally
important for consolidating the
improvement effort to maximize its
impact.
This study also features the persona
scenarios suggesting who will use
the Canton Connection and their
experience through engaging in
activities. The patron and their
experience are the ultimate factors
which determine the success of the
Canton Connection. The Canton
Connections strives to bring downtown
and the Hall of Fame Village together
through a memorable and meaningful
journey. Positively influencing a
patrons’ experience depends upon the
availability and quality of fundamental
infrastructure throughout the
Connection.
Completing the Canton Connection

sends a significant message. Executing
the proposal requires long term
commitment and unified coordination
across different organizations within
the city. The development of the
Canton Connection helps stitch
together several ongoing efforts locally
and regionally while demonstrating
a forward thinking vision for the
city. It is the first step in providing
transportation choices for all lifestyles
and reducing the city’s dependence
(and dominance) of private car. The
Connection will lead to better air
quality and safer roads while playing a
role in promoting better public health,
a more active economy and year-round
programming. While a significant
undertaking, the Canton Connection
is a worthwhile endeavor to make a
transformational difference in the city
of Canton.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The information below organizes the recommendations in Chapter 4 by categories,
responsible entity, time frame and magnitude in cost. It helps the city of Canton,
the Pro Football Hall of Fame and all the key stakeholders to work together on all
these follow up actions.

RESPONSIBLE
ENTITY

PARTNER

TIME FRAME

COMMENT

IRG

City of Canton,
Hall of Fame

2019

Upon the completion of Hall of
Fame Village, the internal Village
loop for circulation will also been
implemented

City of Canton

Canton Parks
and Recreation

2019

Detail civil engineer study is needed
for rebuilding Stadium Park Dr and
Washington Blvd

ODOT

City of Canton

2019

Detail traffic engineer study is
needed to change the roadway
design proposal from 5 lanes to 4
lanes with dedicated bike lanes

City of Canton

Downtown
Special
Improvement
District

2017

Overall roadway design remains
unchanged. Proposed improvement
includes adding signs along Market
street to be a shared-road with
shuttles and cars is low cost effort.

City of Canton

Hall of Fame

2020

The time frame of phase 2 is
depending upon the redevelopment
pace on 12th St and the demand
for the south entrance of the Hall of
Fame Village

City of Canton

Hall of Fame

2020

The time frame of phase 3 is
depending upon the availability of
funds

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENT
PHASE 1

zone 1
Pro Football Hall of
Fame Village

zone 2
Stadium Park

zone 3
Tuscarawas St

zone 4
Downtown loop

PHASE 2 and
optional path
12th ST

PHASE 3
Fulton Rd

CANTON CONNECTION
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RESPONSIBLE
ENTITY

PARTNER

TIME FRAME

COMMENT

SHUTTLE

SARTA

Hall of Fame

2019

The shuttle can begin service
with stops that are not in the
improvement schedule. All the
shuttle stops will be in full service
once all the zones in phase 1 is
completely carried out.

BIKE SHARE PROGRAM

Stark County
District Library

Stark Parks and
Canton Parks
and Recreation

2019

Best implement after the bike lanes
and other roadway improvement in
phase 1 are in place

CAR SERVICE

Private Entity

--

Existing

PRIVATE TOUR

Private Entity

Visit Canton

Existing

Although private tours are operated
and managed by private businesses,
Visit Canton can promote these
tours as part of the City’s tourism
effort

The ELEVEN

Art in Stark

Hall of Fame

2020

The ELEVEN plans on completing all
eleven installation before 2020 to
celebrate 100th anniversary of the
NFL

Interactive app

Visit Canton

Hall of Fame

2017-2019

Gamification tour interactive mobile
app

Retail progression

Private entity

City of Canton
– Economic
Development

2020

Depended on Market force and
influenced by city incentive

Thematic urban features

City of Canton

Hall of Fame

2020

Best implement with all the roadway
improvement in phase 1

TRANSPORTATION

PROGRAMS
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CANTON CONNECTION PHASE ONE
Canton Connection phase one proposal demonstrates the city’s strong collective commitment
in Canton’s prospect for local residents, private businesses and visitors. It aligns closely with
the projected completion of the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village schedule in 2019 and will
improve the urban connection among Canton’s four most important Targeted Core Investment
Areas identified in its 2016 comprehensive plan. The result of Canton Connection phase one
strengthens the competitiveness of Canton in various aspects. The route selection in phase one
highlights Canton’s most popular tourist attractions including Stadium Park, McKinley Memorial,
Classic Car Museum, Palace Theater and etc. It also emphasizes the importance of multi-modal
infrastructure for a variety of transportation options and thematic programs to activate this
corridor.
Phase one is divided into four zones – Hall of Fame Village, Stadium Park, Tuscarawas St/
Lincoln Hwy Corridor and Downtown and Cultural District. The total distance for phase one
improvement is 5.7 miles. To make a loop from one point on the route back to its original
point on a vehicle, it will take 8.2 miles and 20 minutes assuming the average speed of the
vehicle is 25 mph. The cost estimation for phase one is categorized into three areas: roadway
improvement, transportation and programs. While roadway improvement cost estimation is
specific to each zone, transportation and programs are applicable for the whole corridor. The
estimated cost for thematic urban elements is contingent to its scope which includes exterior
wayfinding, pageantry, art programs, themed functional items, sponsorship planning and
activation, park identities and mobile application.
PHASE 1 – Zone 1 Hall of Fame Village
The Hall of Fame loop will be upgraded along with all the new construction within the Hall of
Fame Village.
Phase 1 – Zone 2 Stadium Park
The Stadium Park corridor requires major improvement with full upgrade and redesign of
roadway cross sections. The unit cost of road construction in dollar per mile is the estimated
sum of the subunit cost of the road construction activities. The estimation is based on the
current Canton Capital Improvement Projects budget and local engineers’ professional input.
The road construction activities considered here are surveying, clearing, earthwork, surfacing
and entities such as electricity, telecommunication carriers and drainage. Pg.5 in this package
outlines detailed variables that will affect the acute construction cost.
Phase 1 – Zone 3 Tuscarawas St/Lincoln Hwy Corridor
Tuscarawas corridor proposal calls for a change in its roadway cross section. It promotes a
safer environment for people who are on foot and on bike by taking out the middle turning
lane and replacing it with dedicated bike lanes and buffer zones. A traffic study is needed to
further obtain ODOT’s approval on this proposal. Zone 3 requires minor improvement mainly on
road markings, at key intersections and site work to incorporate thematic urban elements. The
Tuscarawas corridor was rebuilt less than a decade ago. Sidewalks have already been improved
through the Downtown CityScape Sidewalk and Curb Program. The road construction activities
considered here are road surface markings and cross walk pavement. The overall curb and
surface condition will remain.
Phase 1 – Zone 4 Downtown and Cultural District
The downtown loop remains in good conditions with recent major streetscape improvement.
Zone 4 requires very minimal roadway improvement.

CANTON CONNECTION

ZONE 1
HALL OF FAME VILLAGE
HOF Hotel
Pro Football HOF
Tom Benson HOF Stadium
McKinley Senior HS

ZONE 2
STADIUM PARK

National Football &
Youth sports complex
Garden Center

Lehman Middle School

Mercy Hospital
Timken Gate House

IUM

STAD

ZONE 4
DOWNTOWN AND CULTURAL
DISTRICT

K
PAR
DR

Civic Center

Mckinley Memorial

McKinley HS
Downtown Campus

MARK

E
ELAN

D AV

Lincoln Hwy Station
TUSC
ARAW
AS ST

CLEV

ZONE 3
TUSCARAWAS ST/ LINCOLN HWY
CORRIDOR

ET ST

Cultural Center
for the Arts

Mckinley Museum

District Library
Palace Theater

Market Square
SARTA Hub
First Ladies Library

Mother Goose Land
First Ladies Museum
Classic Car Museum

PROPOSED ROUTE PHASE ONE
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT DISTANCE : 5.7 MILES
ROUND TRIP : 8.2 MILES
TOTAL TIME : 20 MINUTES

ROUTE PHASE ONE
MAIN SHUTTLE STATION
POTENTIAL SHUTTLE STOP
POINT OF INTEREST
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IMPROVEMENT AND ESTIMATED COST
UNIT COST

QUANTITY

TOTAL COST

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENT
PHASE 1

zone 1

IRG

zone 2

$20M/mile

1.5 mile

$30 M

zone 3

$2M/mile

1 mile

$2M

zone 4

N/A

$32M

TRANSPORTATION
THEMATIC SHUTTLE
Diesel

$150,000

3 vehicles

$450,000

NITROGEN FUEL CELL

$750,000

3 vehicles

$2.25M

SHUTTLE STATION

$25,000

9 stations

$225,000

SHUTTLE OPERATION

Pending

BIKE SHARE PROGRAM

$1,800/bike

40 bikes

$72,000 per year

$747,000

PROGRAM
THEMATIC URBAN ELEMENTS

$5M

CANTON CITY ICON

$2,000

6 icons

$12,000

INTERACTIVE MOBILE APP

$75,000

1 app

$75,000

HALL OF FAMER MONUMENT

$20,000

8 monument

$160,000

$5,247,000
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The roadway construction for major improvement on Stadium Park Dr and Washington Blvd depends
on various factors. The initial cost estimation for major road construction in northeast Ohio is normally
budgeted at $2,500 per foot to $4,500 per foot. This estimation is provided by Welty Construction
Group which is the general contractor for the Pro Football Hall of Fame Village. The swing is contingent
upon the following drivers:
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Utilities in the Road
Electric
Natural Gas
Telecommunication Carriers
Water
Sewer
Storm Sewer

2.
a.
b.
c.

Use of the road
Truck Traffic
Collector vs. Secondary, Tertiary, Artery
Major Artery

3.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Speed
25 MPH collector
30 to 35 MPH – Tertiary
40 to 45 MPH – Secondary
Major - 50 to 70 MPH in Ohio

4.
a.

Width
Lanes in Ohio are somewhere between 12’ and 14’

5.
a.
b.
c.

Slope
In Ohio – 2% cross slope on flexible pavements
6% maximum slope
Rigid pavements – follow similar rules but with more permissible exceptions

6.
Existing vs. New
a.
Reworking an existing road requires a rerouting plan. The reroute execution costs become part
of the road improvement cost
b.
New roads require strong base and cost to new Right-of-way.
7.
a.
b.

Existing Soil Conditions
Poor Soil
Rock Excavation

If the improvement is made by a government agency in Ohio, they must follow all the public
procurement requirements. That includes prevailing Wage, federal acquisition requirements (FAR)
which adds another 15% to 20%.
In short, the estimation construction cost for a mile of road ranges from $13.2 million to $23.8
million. For a more accurate and detailed cost estimation, a schematic design package from a civil
engineer is required.
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CANTON CONNECTION ROADWAY - PHASE 1 TIME LINE

2017 - 1st Quarter

January

Tus St

Outline scope
of work for
traffic study
to alternate
current
roadway
configuration
and select/
award work

Outline scope
of work for
roadway
schematic
Stadium Park design and
Dr
select/ award
work

February

2017 - 2nd Quarter

March

April

May

Ju

Traffic engineer performs traffic study to
support new roadway configuration

Request approval from O

Civil Engineer creates a schematic design
set for detail cost and construction estimate.
Schematic design includes road alignment,
environmental analysis, utilities locations
and special urban design needs such as art
installation pad, bike share pad, bus stop pad
locations.

Secure funding to perfo

un

CANTON CONNECTION

2017 - 3rd Quarter

July

August

September
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2017 - 4th Quarter

October

November

December

Work begins

ODOT

Secure funding to perform
work

Civil engineer to identify work
to be done on Tus St

orm work

Create bidding
package
and open
bid for civil
engineer to
create detail
construction
set

Civil engineer creates detail construction set

Award work
to qualified
consultant to
perform work
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2018 - 1st Quarter

January

February

2018 - 2nd Quarter

March

April

May

Create bidding
package and
open bid
for General
Contractor to
perform work

Award work
to qualified
General
Contractor to
perform work

Ju

Work finishes

Tus St

Stadium Park
Dr

Work be

un

egins

CANTON CONNECTION

2018 - 3rd Quarter

July

August

September
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2018 - 4th Quarter

October

November

December

Work finishes

“First life, then spaces, then
buildings - the other way around
never works.”
-Jan Gehl
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Appendix 1: Canton Cityscape Sidewalk and Curb Program (2012)
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Appendix 2: Canton Hike and Bike Plan (2015)
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Appendix 3: Smart Cities Initiatives with SARTA Future Service Expansion Plan (2016)
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Appendix 4: West Branch Nimishille Green-way Master Plan and Restoration Project (2015)

Proposed Plantings
Proposed Wetland

Ex. Embankment

Ex. Trail

4’ - 6”
Ex. Silt

1’ ± Ex. Water

10’ - 0”
Bottom of Race

Ex. Bank
(Height Varies)
Proposed Branch Layering
with Toe Rock

Ex. Trail
10’-0” or Max.
Proposed
Planted Buffer

20’ to 35’
Ex. Width of Creek

Lay Back Banks
& Plant Shrubs
on Top Half (typ.)
10’-0” or Max.
Proposed
Planted Buffer

Appendix 5: The ELEVEN Art Installation

ArtsinStark, the county arts council,
has unveiled three of the ELEVEN
Greatest
Moments in Pro Football History in
downtown Canton, Ohio. Through
public art, this multi-million dollar
project links Canton — the
birthplace of professional football
— to the Pro Football Hall of Fame
and its mission: to honor the
heroes of the game, preserve its
history, and celebrate excellence.
The eleven pieces of public art will
include sculptures, murals, and
mixed-media artwork created by
Birth of the NFL, 1920
professional artists of national
renown. The entire series is scheduled to be
completed by 2020.
The ELEVEN greatest moments will ultimately include:
1. Birth of the NFL, 1920 (Installed, artist: Michael
Clapper)
2. Red Grange turns
Pro, 1925
3. The NFL Draft,
1936 (Installed,
artist: Gail
Folwell)

The NFL Draft, 1936

4. Reintegration of
Pro Football, 1946 (Installed, artist: Paul Collins)
5. 1958 NFL Championship Game

6. Formation of the American
Football League, 1959
7. Pete Rozelle named NFL
Commissioner, 1960
8. AFL/NFL Merger, 1966 (Installed, artist: David
Griggs)

AFL/NFL Merger, 1966

9. The Ice Bowl, 1967
10. Super Bowl III, 1968
11. Monday Night Football, 1970
The ELEVEN is already
attracting visitors from
across the country.
The project illustrates
the outstanding
linkage between
downtown Canton and
the Pro Football Hall of
Fame, as excellence is
celebrated through
public artwork of
national stature
highlighting the history
and heroes of the
game right here in the
Hall of Fame City.
Installed

Reintegration of Pro Football, 1946

Scheduled Unveiling
To learn more about
participating in this
Tentative Sites and Status
historic project, please
contact Cindy Kilduff, VP of Advancement of
ArtsinStark, at 330-453-1075.

Appendix 6: SARTA bus route

Appendix 7: Context Zone Characteristics defined by Context Sensitive Solution

Table 4.1 Context Zone Characteristics
Context
Zone

Distinguishing Characteristics

General
Character

Building
Placement

C-1 Natural Natural landscape

Natural features

Not applicable

C-2 Rural

Agricultural with
scattered development

Agricultural
activity and
natural features

Large setbacks

C-3
Suburban

Primarily single
family residential
with walkable
development pattern and pedestrian
facilities, dominant
landscape character. Includes scattered commercial
uses that support
the residential uses,
and connected in
walkable fashion.

C-4
General
Urban

Frontage
Types

Typical
Building
Height

Type of
Public
Open
Space

Not applicable

Not applicable

Natural open
space

None

Not applicable

Not applicable

Agricultural
and natural

Rural

Detached build- Varying front
and side yard
ings with landscaped yards,
setbacks
normally adjacent to C-4 zone.
Commercial uses
may consist of
neighborhood or
community shopping centers,
service or office
uses with side or
rear parking.

Residential uses
include lawns,
porches, fences
and naturalistic
tree planting.
Commercial uses
front onto thoroughfare.

1 to 2 story
with some 3
story

Parks, greenbelts

Local, express
bus

Mix of housing
types including
attached units,
with a range of
commercial and
civic activity at the
neighborhood and
community scale

Predominantly
detached buildings, balance
between landscape and buildings, presence
of pedestrians

Shallow to
medium front
and side yard
setback

Porches, fences

2 to 3 story
with some
variation and
few taller
workplace
buildings

Parks, greenbelts

Local, limited
stop bus rapid
transit, express
bus; fixed
guideway

C-5 Urban
Center

Attached housing types such as
townhouses and
apartments mixed
with retail, workplace and civic
activities at the
community or subregional scale.

Predominantly
attached buildings, landscaping within the
public right of
way, substantial
pedestrian activity

Small or no
Stoops, dooryards,
setbacks, build- storefronts and
ings oriented
arcaded walkways
to street with
placement and
character defining a street
wall

3 to 5 story
with some
variation

Parks, plazas
and squares,
boulevard
median landscaping

Local bus; limited stop rapid
transit or bus
rapid transit;
fixed-guideway
transit

C-6 Urban
Core

Highest-intensity
areas in subregion or region,
with high-density
residential and
workplace uses,
entertainment,
civic and cultural
uses

Attached buildings forming
sense of enclosure and continuous street
wall landscaping
within the public
right of way,
highest pedestrian and transit
activity

Small or no
setbacks, building oriented to
street, placed
at front property line

4+ story with
a few shorter
buildings

Parks, plazas
and squares,
boulevard
median landscaping

Local bus; limited stop rapid
transit or bus
rapid transit;
fixed-guideway
transit

Districts

To be designated and described locally, districts are areas that are single-use or multi-use with low-density devel- As applicable
opment pattern and vehicle mobility priority thoroughfares. These may be large facilities such as airports, business
parks and industrial areas.

Stoops, dooryards,
forecourts,
storefronts and
arcaded walkways

(Based on transect zone descriptions in SmartCode Version 9.2, 2008. Source: Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company.)
Shaded cells represent Context Zones that are not addressed in this report.

Transit
(Where
Provided)

Appendix 8: Design Parameters for Walkable Urban Thoroughfares defined by Context Sensitive Solution

Table 6.4 Design Parameters for Walkable Urban Thoroughfares (continued)
Thoroughfare Design Parameters for Walkable Mixed–Use Areas
General Urban (C–4)

Urban Center/Core (C–5/6)

Commercial

Residential

Commercial

Boulevard
[1]

Avenue

Street

Boulevard
[1]

Avenue

Street

Boulevard
[1]

Avenue

Street

front

front

front

front

front

front

front

front

front

Context
Building Orientation (entrance orientation)
Maximum Setback [2]

0 ft.

0 ft.

0 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

0 ft.

0 ft.

0 ft.

rear, side

rear, side

rear, side

rear

rear

rear, side

rear

rear

rear, side

Recommended Streetside Width [3]

19 ft.

16 ft.

16 ft.

21.5 ft.

19.5 ft.

16 ft.

21.5 ft.

19.5 ft.

16 ft.

Minimum sidewalk (throughway) width

8 ft.

6 ft.

6 ft.

10 ft.

9 ft.

6 ft.

10 ft.

9 ft.

6 ft.

Pedestrian Buffers (planting strip exclusive
of travel way width) [3]

7 ft. tree well

6 ft. tree
well

6 ft. tree
well

7 ft. tree well

6 ft. tree
well

6 ft. tree
well

7 ft. tree well

6 ft. tree
well

6 ft. tree
well

Street Lighting

For all thoroughfares in all context zones, intersection safety lighting, basic street lighting, and pedestrian-scaled lighting is recommended. See
Chapter 8 (Streetside Design Guidelines) and Chapter 10 (Intersection Design Guidelines).

Off-Street Parking Access/Location
Streetside

Traveled Way
Target Speed (mph)
Number of Through Lanes [5]
Lane Width [6]
Parallel On-Street Parking Width [7]
Min. Combined Parking/Bike Lane Width
Horizontal Radius (per AASHTO) [8]
Vertical Alignment
Medians [9]
Bike Lanes (min./preferred width)
Access Management [10]
Typical Traffic Volume Range (ADT) [11]

25–35

25–30 [4]

25

25–35

25–30

25

25–35

25–30 [4]

25

4–6

2–4

2–4

4–6

2–4

2–4

4–6

2–4

2–4

10–12 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

10–11 ft.

8’

7–8 ft.

7–8 ft.

7 ft.

7 ft.

7 ft.

8 ft.

8 ft.

7–8 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

200–510 ft.

200–330 ft.

200 ft.

200–510 ft.

200–330 ft.

200 ft.

200–510 ft.

200–330 ft.

200 ft.

Use AASHTO minimums as a target, but consider combinations of horizontal and vertical per AASHTO Green Book.
4–18 ft.

Optional
4–18 ft.

None

4–18 ft.

Optional
4–16 ft.

None

4–18 ft.

Optional
4–18 ft.

None

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

5 ft. / 6 ft.

High

Low–
Moderate

Low–
Moderate

Moderate

Low–
Moderate

Low–
Moderate

High

Low–
Moderate

Low–
Moderate

15,000–
50,000

1,500–
30,000

1,000–
15,000

15,000–
30,000

1,500–
20,000

500–5,000

15,000–
40,000

1,500–
30,000

1,000–
15,000

Intersections
Roundabout [12]

Consider urban single–lane roundabouts at intersections on avenues with less than 20,000 entering vehicles per day, and urban double–lane roundabouts at intersections on boulevards and avenues with less than 40,000 entering vehicles per day.

Curb Return Radii/Curb Extensions and
Other Design Elements

Refer to Chapter 10 (Intersection Design Guidelines)

width of the transit vehicle plus 1 ft. of clearance on either side. Most modern streetcars or light rail vehicles (LRT) can be accommodated in an 11 or 12 ft. wide lane but designers need to consider
the LRT vehicle’s “dynamic envelope” when designing on horizontal curves and intersections.
7. An 8 ft. wide parking lane is recommended in any commercial area with a high turnover of parking.
8. For guidance on horizontal radius—see AASHTO’s “green book” section on “Minimum Radii for Low Speed Urban Streets—Sharpest Curve Without Superelevation.” Dimensions shown above are
for noted target speeds and are found on Exhibit 3–16 (Page 151) in A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (2004), assuming a superelevation of –2.0 percent reflecting typical cross
slope. Depending on design vehicle, horizontal curves may require lane widening to accommodate large vehicle off–tracking. See AASHTO’s section on “Traveled Way Widening on Horizontal Curves”
for guidance.
9. See also Chapter 9 for additional detail on medians. For curb to curb intersection crossing distances of 60 ft. or more, medians should be at least 6 ft. wide to serve as a pedestrian refuge, otherwise
the median should be at least 4 ft. wide. Where left turn lanes are to be provided, median widths should be increased by the width of the turn lane(s). Where left turn lanes are not needed (e.g., long
blocks) median widths may be as little as 4 ft.
10. Access management involves providing (i.e., managing) access to land development in such a way as to preserve safety and reasonable traffic flow on public streets. Low, moderate and high designations are used for the level of access restrictions. A high level of access management uses medians to restrict mid–block turns, consolidate driveways and control the spacing of intersections. A low level
of access management limits full access at some intersections, but generally uses minimal measures to restrict access.
11. These ranges of typical traffic volumes are intended to help determine the characteristics of thoroughfares. Volumes can fluctuate widely on all thoroughfare types. These ranges are not intended to
establish guidelines or upper bounds for designing thoroughfares.
12. Double–lane roundabouts are not recommended in urban areas with high levels of pedestrians and bicyclists.

Appendix 9: Average Daily Traffic on Tuscarawas St. Information from Ohio Department of Transportation

